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FOREWORD This spring, six convoys of automated trucks participating in the 2016 European Truck Platooning Challenge left Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands. All were headed for Maasvlakte II in the Port of Rotterdam, Europe’s biggest port. At the finish on 6 April, I welcomed all the drivers and partners of this first cross-border initiative with smart trucks in Europe. The Challenge has proved an important point. We’ve shown that platooning technology is ready for use and that we’re at the beginning of a new era in mobility. By working together, we can gain full benefit from the opportunities smart mobility offers. That’s why I want smart mobility, intelligent transport systems and connected and autonomous driving to be high on the EU agenda. And that’s why it is a key theme of the Netherlands Presidency of the Council of the European Union. The Challenge owes its success to constructive teamwork between public and private parties, EU member states, national road and vehicle authorities, truck manufacturers, logistics companies, knowledge institutions and stakeholder organisations. We can learn from this collaborative effort and its results, as well as from the bumps along the way that had to be smoothed out. What are the weak points of this complex cooperative set-up? How can we ensure clear-cut regulations governing every route across the EU? Where do we go from here? This booklet offers several insights. It is a record of our experiences, so that we can reuse the valuable knowledge gained in the future. I would like to thank all those who helped get the 2016 EU Truck Platooning Challenge on the road. I hope this new network will continue to play an active role in promoting smart cross-border mobility. Melanie Schultz van Haegen Minister of Infrastructure and the Environment 5 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016
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The EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 is an initiative of the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment, managed by Rijkswaterstaat - in the framework of the EU Presidency 2016.



The Netherlands holds the presidency of the Council of Europe of the European Union from 1 January to 30 June 2016. This is the twelfth Dutch presidency. Priorities are: a strategic agenda for the EU in times of change, job creation via innovative growth and seeking connection with societal players. During the EU presidency the Netherlands chairs Council meetings and leads negotiations on new European regulations between member states, and between these states and other European bodies. As Luxemburg’s successor in the presidency the Netherlands is working closely in a troika with Malta and Slovakia (Slovakia takes over the presidency on 1 July 2016).
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Smart mobility spear point The Netherlands is using its presidency of the Council of the European Union to position smart mobility high on the European political agenda. This includes organisation of a European Truck Platooning Challenge (6 April 2016) and a substantive conference on smart mobility for the European ministers of Transport. This conference is scheduled for 14 April 2016, during the Informal Transport Council. Informal Transport Council The Netherlands is making Smart Mobility the central theme of the Informal Transport Council. This reflects the belief that real progress demands far more intensive international cooperation between the European Commission, EU member states, industry and research institutes. In line with the ambition of supporting progress in this field, the Netherlands not only aims both to contribute at the European level, while amending national legislation to facilitate testing on public roads. European cooperation on smart mobility is important for several reasons. Each individual country seeks answers to complex issues/impact around autonomous and cooperative driving; this includes liability, privacy and safety. When it comes to legislation, this approach will prevent countries from creating a patchwork of rules and regulations, hindering manufacturers and road users from investing in automated and connected vehicles. Compatibility of safety requirements, liability issues, and communication systems and services among European countries are a must for a smooth market introduction and to make potential benefits a reality.



development of automated and connective driving across the EU, followed by concrete steps. While this early stage of innovative technologies opens substantial windows of opportunity, melding compatible legislation, from country to country, demands up-close cooperation. To this end, the Netherlands has initiated an ongoing dialogue between member states, the European Commission, industry and knowledge institutes, for which the Dutch Presidency in 2016 will only be the start. Truck Platooning Challenge To support this dialogue and cooperation, the Netherlands initiated a European Truck Platooning Challenge with various brands of automated trucks driving in columns (platooning) on public roads, cross border, from various European cities to the Netherlands.



Open for testing The Netherlands seeks to create a climate that encourages further development of self-driving vehicles. This will include large-scale testing of self-driving vehicles on public roads. Working with the Netherlands Vehicle Authority (RDW), Melanie Schultz van Haegen, the Dutch minister of Infrastructure and the Environment, has prepared regulations to this end. The new legislation for automated driving on public roads came into force on 1 July 2015.



And so, European countries need a joint and coordinated approach to stimulate these developments and maintain their competitiveness. This will pave the way for a shared vision on EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 10



Creating next generation mobility Smart mobility represents frontline policy for the Dutch minister of Infrastructure and the Environment. The ministry’s Directorate General for Public Works and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat) is keen to promote this development. We aim to take a leading position in intelligent mobility by investing in cooperation and clustering governmental and market forces. New forms of mobility spell important new chances. Innovations in this field should improve traffic flows on our roads in terms of safety, efficiency and environmental impact, and can give an important boost to Europe’s competitive strength, jobs and economic growth. The transport sector in particular stands to benefit from intelligent mobility in terms of safety, economy and efficiency. Automated vehicles and truck platooning are areas of new mobility that deserve further development. This also requires cooperation between the automotive industry, research institutes, the political community and governmentals. The Netherlands has
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considerable experience around Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). Other parties are also well on the way. The ICT and telecom sectors are intensely involved in smart driving. As leaders in innovation European truck manufacturers are also ahead in the field of truck platooning. With this in mind the Netherlands proactively seeks cooperation towards smart mobility and the introduction of automated cars and trucks. We approach this in two ways. At the European level we are working towards long-term vision on automated driving. This includes making clear what joint steps will be needed. We also initiated the European Truck Platooning Challenge in April 2016 – to demonstrate that truck platooning, across borders, on public roads, is a reality now. We aim for this to be the first step towards increased cross border testing, and further joint investment: this adds up to creating next generation mobility.



Jan Hendrik Dronkers Director General, Rijkswaterstaat
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International approach Answers are needed to a variety of questions relating to automated and connected vehicles, like: What is the driver’s role under current legislation? What do these developments in technology mean in terms of liability? How can we ensure safety? How does this affect privacy? And how can we get public support? Alongside answers by individual EU member states, these questions will also require an
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Integrated approach Several member states and DGs of the European Commission already support a range of Cooperative-ITS and automated driving activities. These national and ITS-related activities are all needed to take the development of smart mobility forward: this innovation will be fed by a basket of experiences. At present, however, not many of these initiatives are either linked or integrated. To this end the goal is to integrate activities, and so create opportunities to learn from mutual experiences, while launching more focused R&D investments. European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 The European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 is a great opportunity to develop an international, integrated approach on smart mobility in Europe. As noted, it is also a great opportunity to learn from mutual experiences. The actual experiment involves several brands of automated trucks driving in platoons across borders, on public roads, from several European cities to the Netherlands. Main European ITS corridors used include the Nordic Way and RotterdamFrankfurt-Vienna. Successful realisation depended on bringing together public and private parties with a view to crossing borders while harmonising policies and technical issues. Close cooperation between significant partners in the truck industry, logistics services, research institutes and governmentals was essential in realising the European Truck Platooning Challenge, which aimed to be the first step towards more cross border testing and further EU integrated efforts on smart mobility.



Informatization of traffic



Given worldwide developments in automotives, ICT and telecoms, it is clear that the European Union is clearly on the cusp of a new era. Connected and automated vehicles are expected to book more progress in the next twenty years, than in the previous century. Consumers are already using technology like Lane Keeping Assistance and Self Parking Systems. Meanwhile, more advanced technology, like truck platooning, autopilot on the highway, and even autonomous vehicles, are already being tested on public roads. Now, developments around automation and cooperation need to come together to secure societal benefits.



international approach. This underlines the crucial importance of getting smart mobility and automated/connected driving high on the EU’s political agenda.
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First time ever on the EU political agenda The meeting of Transport ministers on 14 April will be the first time connected and automated driving will be discussed at the highest political level. Putting connected and automated driving on the agenda highlights the importance of developments in smart mobility and cross-border cooperation within the EU. European Transport ministers will be discussing what is needed to come to a more joint and coordinated approach. Topics of the discussion will include for instance, privacy, data and (de-) regulation. The conference aims to set the first steps in a continuous dialogue between member states, the European Commission and industry. Working and developing together can avoid a patchwork of legislation and barriers arising between member states. As an example, member states can be



encouraged to share and learn from experiences, and explore possibilities for shared test corridors. Minister Schultz’s policy is determined to anticipate and enable cooperative, automated and autonomous driving. Learning by doing is crucial here, alongside removing barriers, boosting international cooperation and knowledge development. These aspects are all featured in the European Truck Platooning Challenge. The various stakeholders work together and carry out practical testing, which in turn enables the shared harvesting of new knowledge. The cross-border aspect of the cooperation is vital. What platoons and other automated traffic need is simply to go on driving! Marjolijn Sonnema Dep. Director General, Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment
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“The RAI Association offered its immediate support for the minister of I&M’s plan to position connected and autonomous driving high on the European agenda during the Dutch presidency of the EU. To this end we established links between the minister and the CEOs of automotive manufacturers. At first sight these CEOs – and their European umbrella organisation ACEA – were somewhat surprised when a Dutch minister came along. But quite soon ACEA’s board gave its unanimous backing to the minister’s ambitions. Right away, the I&M ministry, Rijkswaterstaat, ACEA and the RAI Association worked together intensively to see that the Truck Platooning Challenge would work well and safely. Indeed, we’re proud that all the manufacturers are participating.” – Steven van Eijck, RAI Association, acting Chair –
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With the organisation of the European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 the Netherlands aimed to combine as many forces as possible to realise truck platooning in Europe in the near future. This was done by forging a European partnership between truck manufacturers, the technology community, industry and governmentals – plus sharing relevant knowledge and experience. Why truck platooning? Truck platooning comprises a number of trucks equipped with state-of-the-art driving support systems – one closely following the other. This forms a platoon with the trucks driven by smart technology, and mutually communicating. Truck platooning is innovative and full of promise and potential. With the following trucks braking immediately, with zero reaction time, platooning can improve traffic safety. Platooning is also a cost-saver as the trucks drive close together at a constant speed. This means lower fuel consumption and less CO2 emissions. And, lastly, platooning efficiently boosts traffic flows thereby reducing tail-backs. Meanwhile the short distance between vehicles means less space taken up on the road. At the same time the impact of truck platooning goes far
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beyond the transport sector. Automated driving and smart mobility also offer realistic chances to optimise the labour market, economy, logistics and industry. Opportunity for Europe Truck platooning is a great opportunity for Europe. Worldwide, the European truck industry leads the field in terms of smart driving. ICT and telecom sectors are also ready for the next step in smart mobility. Together, the EU member states could give truck platooning in Europe a boost. To this end, the European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 invited EU member states to: • grant permission for truck platooning through their national road authorities; • implement innovations that improve safety, efficiency and the environment; • enable this boost to the position of the European truck industry; • help create new jobs and economic growth in the traffic and transport sector; • enable the market introduction of automated trucks through a coordinated approach; • seize the momentum – time for action.



European cooperation on this theme is important for several reasons. Each country seeks answers to complex issues around the consequences of automated truck driving; these include liability, privacy and safety. When it comes to legislation, countries have to be prevented from creating a patchwork of rules and regulations, which could hinder manufacturers and road users from investing in automated and connected vehicles. Compatibility of safety requirements, liability issues, and communication systems and services among European countries are a must for a smooth market introduction and



Benefits of truck platooning The developments in automated and connected driving will have a huge impact on the various challenges we face today: - It can help improve economic growth and welfare (roads account for 75% of transport). With growth in traffic congestion forecast at 45% in the next five years and a looming shortfall in drivers over the next ten years, we need to find smart solutions to keep road transport profitable in the upcoming decade. - It can help improve safety: 90% of the traffic accidents are caused by human error, we are talking about more than 30,000 traffic fatalities every year in the EU alone. - It can help us to keep moving: if 10% of the vehicles use adaptive cruise control, there will be 30% fewer traffic jams. - It can help save fuel, which will reduce costs and emissions: grouping trucks into platoons leads to a 5 to 15% decrease in fuel use (benefits environment, reduces costs).
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EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 The Netherlands initiated the European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016, as a first experiment on automated driving where joint efforts become a reality. EU member states, governmentals, truck manufacturers, research institutes and logistics services providers all worked together in realising truck platooning on public roads, cross border, from several European cities to the Netherlands. Main European ITS corridors have been used, like the Nordic Way and Rotterdam-Frankfurt-Vienna. Realisation depended on bringing together private and public parties with a view to crossing borders while harmonising policies and technical issues. The Challenge aimed to bring platooning one step closer to implementation, so that truck platooning can become a reality in Europe in the near future. Notwithstanding unforeseen circumstances, all platoons were scheduled to arrive in the Netherlands at the APM Terminal in Rotterdam, on Wednesday 6 April 2016. The choice of date was deliberate and allows the outcome of this unique experiment to be presented to the European Ministers of Transport at their Informal Transport Council on 14 April in Amsterdam.
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for making potential benefits of truck platooning a reality. And so, in order to stimulate these developments and maintain competitiveness, European countries need to pursue a joint and coordinated approach.



The EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 is the first cross border initiative with automated trucks in Europe and worldwide! The European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016, as a first, paved the way for a shared vision on the developments of automated truck driving across the European Union. How the Challenge was organised All the partners had to go that extra mile to make truck platooning a success at the European level. This type of innovation demands a wide network plus the realisation among participants that it is essential to move as one. EU member states, governmentals, truck manufacturers, research institutes and logistics services providers had to go ahead shoulder to shoulder: public and



private sectors, with the emphasis on values such as collectivity, openness, transparency and cooperation. Which is not the same as being competitive… So, the EU Truck Platooning Challenge was not only about technology. Above all it was innovative in the way all partners worked towards network leadership. No more operating from internal kingdoms, but acting in the interests of society. How can we, as a team, introduce new forms of mobility and capitalise on logistic customer value for Europe? Hence, the Challenge required a whole new methodology. Rather than a mapped-out route with a detailed schedule, this has been a voyage of discovery. With no precise rendezvous point all partners set the direction and started together. There was a dynamic exchanges of ideas ad actions, rather than a preset order. Learning by doing This is ‘Learning by doing’, as called for by the Dutch minister of Infrastructure and the Environment. Always alert for the need to assess or fine-tune, and always with the mindset: ‘the journey is the destination’.



“This all-party cooperation is based on an equal say for everyone, reflecting their own role and responsibility. Our driving force is provided by state-of-the-art technology and applications with a rich spread of chances for enhanced mobility and traffic safety. We are going to realise the ambition of platooning - together.” – Andre van Lammeren, Rijkswaterstaat director Mobility and Infrastructure –
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Challenging? You bet! The EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 will be a first, and unique in Europe. In this context technology does not take the lead. Truck manufacturers, governmentals, logistics service providers and knowledge institutes are all equals, beyond existing borders. And so, do away with basic differences in the fields of road maintenance, test procedures, and the legal and regulatory framework. Co-creation, that is what this Challenge is all about!



Dirk-Jan de Bruijn Programme Director European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016
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This makes it crucial to have a horizontal network, working together towards a shared goal. I’ve done everything possible to get this network off the ground. That means clustering partners who work together towards our objective: the operationalisation of a Truck Platooning Challenge. On 6 April 2016 the platoons from the various European cities arrive on the Maasvlakte II in Rotterdam. That is the primary objective and an initial step on the road to a much broader horizon. What will our network look like in 2020? What will co-creation, pure and simple, have realised in the areas of mobility



and logistics? It’s not just about technology, it’s about applications. About generating sufficient energy to develop the right activities – together. That is networking at its best. Using each other’s strengths and knowledge, with an eye to mutual interests, and understanding of the differences, we move towards that important goal: a successful Challenge followed by a fine Platooning outlook! I am convinced that this Platooning Challenge is the next step on the way to our aim to make truck platooning becomes routine in the near future. And more than that, I hope and trust that a joint effort between ourselves, the political community, governmentals, industry, knowledge institutes and common interest groupings – aided by innovative ITS technology – will succeed in creating new benefits for society, in contributing to the MAAS concept: Mobility As A Service. Organisations that are smart innovators now focus on performance, rather than products or services. Challenging? You bet! Impossible? No way! EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 26



“My message is ‘Learning by doing’. Learning steadily, by experimentation and by the international exchange of the maximum possible knowledge and practical experience, at all levels.” – Melanie Schultz van Haegen, Minister of Infrastructure and the Environment (NL) –



Kick off Bordeaux The official start sign for the European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 was given in Bordeaux, at the Intelligent Transport Systems World Congress (5-9 October 2015). The event drew between 40 and 50 representatives of the target group (EU member states, national road and vehicle authorities, truck manufacturers). At the congress it was decided to jointly meet the challenge and to accept shared responsibility in making this experiment a success. During the kick-off professional partners in smart mobility were invited to think along towards making truck platooning (cross border and on open roads) a practical proposition. This is the first time that international industry and governmentals have taken joint steps towards this end. The key benefit of this first meeting was the enthusiasm greeting plans around the 27 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



Truck Platooning Challenge. Stakeholders indicated their keenness to act together to advance smart mobility and automated driving in Europe, with the Truck Platooning Challenge generally seen as an important first step. Programme director Dirk-Jan de Bruijn was very happy with the level of commitment shown by the partners. “We’re off and there’s no way back!” Commitment letters In Bordeaux participants were explicitly asked for their commitment: ‘Are you in?’ and ‘Under what conditions?’ This was to avoid the danger of opting in/out. And so it was good to see that this commitment – overwhelmingly signed by senior management – did indeed come around.



MAAS concept: Mobility As A Service! Americans interested in Challenge Melanie Schultz van Haegen, the Dutch minister of Infrastructure and the Environment visited California in November 2015, where she met with several car manufacturers and with Google about developments around self-driving vehicles. Minister Schultz



stated that, where possible, she would give these developments her backing. The Dutch delegation visiting the California Partners for Advanced Transportation Technology (PATH) got to see a US truck platoon demonstration. The Americans planned to closely monitor the European Truck Platooning Challenge. In 2003 PATH experimented with automated truck platooning using two tractor-trailer trucks, and in 2010-2011 with three tractor-trailer trucks. These trucks used V2V communication plus forward sensors to help maintain constant clearance vehicle following with very short gaps (tested from 10 metres down to 3 and 4 metre gaps). The tests included measurement of energy savings in constant-speed following and manoeuvres to join up with and split from the platoon, as well as going up and down grades. Under a new FHWA Exploratory Advanced Research Project, PATH will develop and test a second generation truck platoon using cooperative adaptive cruise control, in cooperation with Volvo Trucks. The Challenge team and PATH plan to maintain the exchange of information on lessons learnt.



Basic principles of Learning by doing Learning by doing has been a motivator for active participation by all parties involved. Meanwhile, given the absence of a blueprint, there were some basic principles: The end result is the starting point, namely an operational Platooning Challenge. Take this as a basis to consider everything that needs to happen; Focus on the shared goal. Think from the social, not the institutional angle. Government needs to be organised around issues rather than vice versa; Value creation in terms of citizen and entrepreneur. The outcome is what matters. What do these parties feel? Go forward on the basis of your own responsibility, everyone accepts their role, and contributes to cooperation – always in mutual cohesion; Link innovation to the business model. No solo innovation or improvement, but the introduction of fundamental change linked to the organisational approach; Maximise the 'show it' factor and minimise use of paper; Build a bridge while walking across it; Take a see-feel-change approach with a substantially reduced time to market; Experimentation must be feasible.
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To this end we have developed a code of conduct. This represents robust guidelines and a ‘road-tested’ strategy on how we, in Belgium, can organise this in technical terms. This needs more than mere words. At the end of the day you need a way to conduct practical tests.



David Schoenmaekers Attaché Policy Unit, DG Road transport and Road safety, Belgian Transport Authority



EU legislation key for Belgium transit-land In Belgium we are looking into ways of creating a framework for the admission of autonomous vehicles to public roads. At the strategic and legal levels, we need to check on the rules to be drafted and implemented. And in operational terms, how can these vehicles be allowed on the road – safely? An Autonomous Vehicles working party was set up in spring 2015; this also involved the other 29 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



competent governmentals (the three regions), and private sector parties. ITS Belgium and the Belgian Institute for Traffic safety were also associated here. The basic question remains ‘How do we move a step forward with autonomous vehicles?’. Belgium already offers plenty of potential for ‘Intelligent Transport Systems’. But when it comes to going operational with autonomous vehicles we want to stay in line with international legislation, while boosting technological innovation, given the massive social potential for aspects including traffic safety and the environment.



And then, in October 2015, came the ITS World Congress in Bordeaux. We were there, and when Dirk-Jan de Bruijn, programme director of the EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016, asked if the Belgian government would join in with the kick-off of the initiative, we were all ears. At the same time, we were somewhat surprised as the routes would be developed gradually, as the process moved forward. This initiative was to be developed bottom-up, in conjunction with all willing partners. In fact, we were interested right from the start. We already had the working party and Jacqueline Galant, our federal minister for Mobility had drafted an initial policy document with a view to the testing of autonomous vehicles. For Belgium, involvement in the Challenge represented the first serious test case.



All the same, right from the start we were enthusiastic about this initiative. What is positive, is that all important partners from the public and private sectors, truck manufacturers and test organisations were involved in the experiment from day one. Another positive aspect was that the Challenge created concrete test potential for autonomous vehicles. Also important was the fact that we could operate cross border – with an eye to the technology, which had to be interoperable, and for road traffic. Self-evidently we are looking for legislative solutions to allow autonomous vehicles on public roads. Ideally, these solutions will not be confined to Belgium, and we want to see them developed through European institutions. Belgium is a transit-land par excellence, with many foreign hauliers resulting in thru-traffic. This is an area where, in principle, European legislation and regulation are essential. That’s why this test, this Challenge, is so important for us. For the first time ever, we can test autonomous vehicles on public roads.



Home again from Bordeaux we made a determined start by getting the partners together. The Belgian regional administrations also needed to commit, after all, they are the road authorities and ‘their roads’ would be used. As far as the Belgian government was concerned, traffic safety would be a crucial aspect of the Challenge, and there had been some doubts on this. The roads in Belgium and the Netherlands are busy to say the least, with many, many, exit and access points. We were concerned about this and it was the most important point in approving requests. EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 30



Truck Platooning Challenge Team A dedicated Challenge team – led from Rijkswaterstaat – was the main impetus behind coordinating activities in realising the Challenge and creating a climate for the further development of truck platooning in Europe as an ongoing innovation. Programme director Dirk-Jan de Bruijn and his team of experts were deployed – jointly with all the partners – to make a success of the Challenge.



The Challenge team at the start in October 2015 31 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



“The European Truck Platooning Challenge is one of the top events in the field of automated driving, globally, in 2016.” – Steven Shladover, Research Engineer at UC Berkeley, USA –



The Challenge team in April 2016 EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 32



We can only overcome barriers by working together From the perspective of Europe’s truck manufacturers, developments in the field of intelligent transport systems (ITS) and connectivity are among the most promising innovations around today. The societal potential of platooning is substantial, it holds the promise to optimise transport by using roads more effectively, delivering goods faster through fewer traffic jams. But which barriers are keeping platooning from becoming reality? Differences in legislation between EU member states, for example, keep these innovative trucks from hitting the road. If we want to take advantage of platooning’s potential, it is vital to harmonise legislation. French law,



for example, defines a safe driving distance between trucks as 50 metres, while Germany uses a different unit of measurement, as it enforces a driving time of two seconds. We can only overcome such hurdles, and learn from each other, if all relevant stakeholders work together. Those stakeholders of course include member states, the industry and EU institutions, but also the national road and vehicle authorities. By joining forces with all these partners, and through learning by doing, we bring several trucks on the road in April next year with a mission to cross European borders in platoon. The Platooning Challenge is a showcase of technology, which hopefully will be followed by EU projects to collect scientific data. Erik Jonnaert Secretary General, ACEA
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PARTNERS INVOLVED: TRANSPORT
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The European Truck Platooning Challenge, in April 2016, was the world’s first large-scale, cross border demonstration of automated and connected trucks on a public highway. Six European manufacturers arranged for two or three trucks to drive in platoons to the Netherlands: Volvo Group and Scania from Sweden, Daimler Trucks and MAN Truck & Bus from Germany, and from Belgium, DAF Trucks and IVECO. Each manufacturer had its own team, coordinated by ACEA.



The six truck manufacturers wanted to demonstrate the feasibility of safe truck platooning. Manufacturers already had plenty of experience with driver assistance systems. However, many had yet to be certified for public roads. The Challenge aimed to show that these systems would add to traffic safety and efficiency – right away. Transport in Europe In the context of smart mobility the European Commission recognises the importance of the transport industry: “Transport is fundamental to our economy and society. Mobility is vital for the internal market and for the quality of life of citizens as they enjoy their freedom to travel. Transport 41 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



enables economic growth and job creation”, according to TNO's Whitepaper on Transport [Janssen R. e.a., 2015]. Road transport provides employment for some ten million European citizens and accounts for 5% of the EU’s gross domestic product. It remains the dominant mode of transport in Europe, despite serious efforts to achieve a modal shift towards rail and inland shipping. Approximately 70% of all transport goes by road, and around a third of this is cross-border. The rest remains within national borders. Overall, this road transportation exerts massive pressure on the European highway network. Meanwhile, congestion is set for a significant ongoing increase in the years ahead (source: Rijkswaterstaat/TNO). According to the European Commission, failure to take action would actually increase congestion by 50% by 2050. To this end, there is a robust and active strategy to reduce congestion and transport-related emissions. “At the same time, the EU has called for (and the international community underwrites this), a drastic reduction of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Overall, the EU needs to reduce emissions by 80–95% on 1990 levels,



by 2050. A reduction of at least 60% of GHGs by 2050 (on 1990 levels) is required from the transport sector, which is a significant and still growing source of GHGs”, concludes the White Paper. Cleaner, safer, cheaper Truck platooning brings these ambitions a step closer. Two trucks close together can reduce fuel consumption by at least 10% and will emit 10% less CO2 per kilometre driven. Having a single driver for two trucks is a money-saver, and an effective response to the issue of an ageing population, which is reducing the availability of trained drivers. And, with road capacity used more efficiently, the frequency and length of tailbacks will also fall apace. Reduction CO2 Not only will platooning help the transport sector reinforce its technical leadership and global competitiveness, but it is also expected to make a significant improvement to the environment. Studies confirm that driving trucks in platoon can deliver a significant reduction in fuel consumption, and CO2 emissions. Despite the 60% cut in emissions in recent decades, ACEA members believe that more can be done by looking beyond vehicle technology alone.



This makes truck platooning a vital part of the industry’s comprehensive approach to further reducing CO2 emissions. ACEA: partner in the Challenge A significant factor behind ACEA joining the initiative is that it highlights the cutting-edge technology, which its members are eager to bring to Europe’s roads. ‘We see the Challenge as a great opportunity to demonstrate platooning’s added value to society. Think of benefits like more and ongoing improvements in safety, optimising traffic flows and reduced fuel consumption, plus CO2 emissions,” says Erik Jonnaert, Secretary General of ACEA. Overall coordination between the truck manufacturers was ACEA’s main contribution to the Challenge. That included aligning all members on common baseline standards for the Truck Platooning Challenge.



Participating truck manufacturers:
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“We need to work on a road plan, showing where we can and cannot operate platoons. That will give us the environment to start testing.” – Jack Martens, DAF Trucks –



“The government has to create the political framework that gets the platoon issue moving. Especially in terms of legislation.” – Martin Böckelmann, MAN Truck & Bus –



“We expect a shared framework of conditions for automated and connected driving in the European member states. One Europe – one infrastructure.”



“We expect and need good cooperation. We don’t want platoons to stop at the border. We want them to go cross border Europe-wide. That will give us maximum benefits and maximum reductions in CO2.” – Nico van der Klugt, Scania –



– Dirk Weigand, Daimler Trucks –



“Evaluating platooning this way is not exclusively a matter of the OEMs. To make this visible we need to have the authorities, and EU member states on board, in fact everybody.” – Alberto Ruffino, Iveco –
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“We need to learn more if we’re going to maximise the benefits of road usage, and the benefits of better and more efficient logistics systems. Driving more platoons will show us how the systems work in differing weather, road, and traffic conditions.” – Hayder Wokil, Volvo Group –
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Important partnership Having Europe’s truck manufacturers take part in the Challenge is important in any language. This is all about fostering cooperation at the European level, something which has never happened before. For Europe’s truck manufacturers, the Challenge was an excellent platform from which to address a number of barriers currently blocking realisation. This demonstration gave a unique opportunity for the truck industry to conduct large-scale testing with platoons of trucks in several EU member states. Improving cooperation between manufacturers and the authorities was key here. The Challenge enabled all partners to mutually reinforce their efforts. Hence, ACEA was keen to be an active player in this initiative, and help make truck platooning a familiar sight in the not too distant future.



With the Challenge being a truly European project – platoons crossing national borders on public roads for the first time ever – ACEA also saw it as an opportunity to define a European framework, and to develop a common roadmap. At its core, the Platooning Challenge was a showcase for technology, although ACEA hopes to see the European Commission following up on initial findings with EU projects to collect scientific data. Standardisation During the Challenge the truck manufacturers went on the road with their own platoons. Being independent brands with an own approach, they applied differing ICT systems. Standardisation of information and communication systems will be a must to enable multi-brand platooning in the near future. However, right now, there is still a way to go. Designing legislation The truck manufacturers share another major common interest, i.e. activities in the field of automated driving. None of them had been cleared to go out on the public road. By joining the Challenge initiative, the industry could consider the design of appropriate legislation, so that, before too long, they will be able to go out on Europe’s roads in a safe and approved manner.



“Doing this, and learning from each other, demands that all relevant stakeholders join forces.” – Erik Jonnaert, Secretary General, ACEA –
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“An integrated approach is absolutely necessary!” – Martin Lundstedt, CEO Volvo Group –



“Not just learning by doing, but showing by doing too!” – Marjolijn Sonnema, dep. Director General Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment (NL) –



“The Truck Platooning Challenge is the first demonstration with all OEMs participating, out on the public road, in authentic, real life conditions.”



ACEA-conference:



‘Reducing CO2 from road transport together’ In February 2016 ACEA held a European conference on ‘Reducing CO2 from road transport together’ at the Brussels Royal Museum of Art and History. Around 250 participants heard the deputy DG of the Infrastructure and Environment ministry, Marjolijn Sonnema, and Volvo CEO Martin Lundstedt, comprehensively promote the EU Truck Platooning Challenge. ‘Not just learning by doing, but in particular showing by doing to break through established patterns’, summarised the host, Erik Jonnaert (Secretary General ACEA). The message during this international gathering matched seamlessly with the setup of the Challenge: an integral approach is mandatory. Not mono but multidisciplinary, and integrated, whereby the stakeholders (including the political community) can look outside the box.



– Alessandro Bernardini, Iveco –
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DAF Trucks:



Opening the way for Europe-wide testing The Challenge was a great initiative. At DAF we were already involved with pilot schemes on the public road, working together with TNO – the Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research. And we are not the only manufacturer working on platooning technologies. Basically, it’s all about getting platooning high on the European agenda – the fact is that platooning justifies the research. As a fuel saver it’s particularly important for our customers. And platooning is also good news for congestion and traffic safety. In terms of technology we can already do a whole lot. When the platoons arrive on 6 April and are parked neatly side by side on the APM Terminal in Rotterdam, there will be a real sense of technological achievement. That will be a great moment, illustrating our success in achieving large-scale testing of automated driving right in the middle of ordinary traffic! But this is just step one.
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Our really daunting task will be to open-up the way for Europe-wide testing. We’ll do this by showing that it’s possible to drive with two trucks in a row; and by demonstrating that we can collect and analyse scientific data. Plus, that other road users accept platooning and that it delivers substantial fuel savings. Based on the outcome of this research the platooning can be extended to more than 2 vehicles in future. To my mind that is a fine outlook in the direction of 2020. That is why the Challenge above all is a window for wider discussion. What exactly are the plus points and prejudices around platooning? What would it take to get platooning working really smoothly in Europe, bearing in mind all legal aspects and rules on infrastructure? The Challenge is a great opportunity for a controlled start-up for this discussion with many key stakeholders. This could well lead to more demos and eventually to an accelerated market rollout of truck platooning.



Jack Martens, DAF Trucks Project manager Advanced Technology
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TLN: opening-up the infrastructure



“From the angle of the transport sector smart mobility means implementing digital innovations in infrastructure and vehicles. This is to make transport more sustainable and safer, while increasing capacity on the roads. An important factor in the rapid and successful development of smart mobility technologies like truck platooning, is that all European countries actually open up their infrastructures for platooning. The European Truck Platooning Challenge demonstrates that manufacturers, governmentals and common interest groupings are already willing and able to cooperate intensively in allowing a platoon, comprising several brands, to drive across several countries.” – Arthur van Dijk, TLN acting Chair –
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4 USERS: LOGISTICS SERVICES PROVIDERS 53 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016
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The transport and logistics sector is changing. The transport function will stay, but in a different form, and increasingly it will service logistic chains. The parties in the chain will take on the management and organisation. As far as possible, it’s up to the sector to claim this role. This development requires different logistic players and repositioning for the sector: from thinking in terms of volume, to thinking in terms of value. At the same time there will be an increase in demand for transport and transport capacity, and this could even grow. Increasingly flows of goods will move via multiple modalities. This is certainly a complex situation, but it also offers major opportunities for the sector. MAAS: Mobility As A Service Platooning can also make an extraordinarily important contribution to a society in change and to fresh developments in transport and logistics. Providing real insights requires a good look at the new economy. Increasingly, this is performance-based: consumers want use, not a product. They buy light in their homes, rather than lamps; mobility, rather than a car; heat, not a boiler. Ownership has ceased to be functional: the new economy consumers don’t need a house, car or phone – just as long as they can live somewhere, drive or make a call. To this end, smart, innovative organisations focus on performance, and not on transfer of ownership!
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So, in the smart mobility context, alongside infrastructure (road authority), procedures (vehicle approval authority), and vehicles (OEM), we need to focus on a higher goal: MAAS: Mobility As A Service. This requires maximum organisation of mutual interaction and interfacing between all players in infrastructure, procedures, vehicles and logistics. The need for investment in partnership, co-creation, and a multidisciplinary approach has the highest possible level of priority. This represents a leap from the monodisciplinary offering of a product or service to an integral performance!



MAAS: from product or service to performance



Most efficient possible convoys



“Platooning can have a positive impact on the way the road network is used. At the same time, this would help cut the pressure on the environment from the logistics sector. Platooning will also have a major impact on the organisation of the supply chain. It will make greater demands on the cooperation between the various logistics services providers. Better fine-tuning would be needed between processes in order to put together the most efficient possible convoys. The successful development of platooning means that together with the business community and governmentals we need to look at the logistic development in the Netherlands, and in Europe, in the long term. How will we realise our position as top countries in logistics, ten years from now?” – Arthur van Dijk, TLN acting Chair –
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Competitive logistics sector



Overview of costs and income



“Truck platooning could be quite routine on Europe’s roads by around 2020. This means more efficient use of the roads as trucks can drive more closely together. It will also mean sustainable logistics in line with lower fuel consumption, plus flexible logistics as drivers of follower trucks can take a rest, and efficient logistics as truck platooning encourages ongoing cooperation between hauliers, logistics services providers and transporters. And so, truck platooning contributes to a competitive and sustainable logistics sector for Europe. The Truck Platooning Challenge makes an attractive contribution to awareness here. Connekt brings smart mobility and logistics together like nobody else. The Truck Platooning Challenge slots in neatly and boosts Connekt’s quest to help realise smart, sustainable and social mobility and logistics.” – Nico Anten, Connekt



“In Europe we are working together towards solutions for tomorrow’s problems, by researching the chances and constraints of self-driving trucks. EVO believes that self-driving trucks will mean more efficient and more environmentally-friendly freight transport. In the long term truck platooning will contribute to improved traffic safety, fewer tailbacks and around 10% fuel savings. We’re quite convinced of this. But, costs and income need more detailing. At the same time, we need clarity on the impact for current legislation and regulation. To this end it is good to note that the Dutch presidency of the European Union has put platooning on the agenda. EVO is pleased to be involved in the EU Truck Platooning Challenge with an eye to receiving information and knowledge around developments in truck platooning and passing it on to its contacts and members.” – Patricia de Wilde, EVO



managing director–



senior adviser Road Transport –
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Multidisciplinary approach Making platooning a reality in the logistics sector demands a multidisciplinary approach, whereby platooning is actually adopted by the market. This was the final message of the inspiring 24-hour Truck Platooning 2025 workshop, held in Bergambacht (NL) in January 2016. Some 20 participants, policy makers and professionals from the transport and logistics community got together to outline the future of truck platooning. Topics covered included the technology of platooning, the role of the driver and other road users, operational aspects, the business case for shippers and transporters – and the societal impact. Range of benefits A monodisciplinary approach, e.g. one exclusively based on infrastructure or cost savings, offers insufficient perspective and an unattractive result-to-effort ratio. This was the conclusion reached at the end of the inspiring workshop. However, an end-to-end approach, coming from the entire logistic chain does offer a range of benefits, namely: • an enhanced competitive position for the European transport sector. • reduced tailbacks, which are expected to increase by more than 45% in the next five years. 59 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



“TNO, as a research institute does not see platooning primarily as a technical challenge, but rather as a means to enable innovation in logistics.” – Bastiaan Krosse, TNO programme manager Automated Driving –



• reduced CO2 emissions. • a counter balance to the expected shortfall in drivers in the decade ahead. ICT and sustainability ICT will play a crucial role here, also in terms of reducing transaction costs, e.g. with paperless transport. Sustainability will also be crucial, both in the tendering stage, and in realisation (reporting). This will make considerable demands on the ‘people side’ of the sector. Investment in human capital will be a priority to ensure appropriate levels of qualifications and create an attractive labour market. For the branch organisations in transport and logistics there is a highly important task in all these areas. Truck drivers If we really want platooning to get off the ground, if we want it to be welcomed, we definitely need to talk with the people who are literally behind the wheel: the truck drivers. What is their



take on truck platooning? What do automated and connected driving mean in terms of their working day? And, in the long term, what chances and threats do they foresee? One thing seems certain. Automated driving does not mean that drivers can sit back and take an extended break while the cruise control does the work and the driver in front actively takes charge of the steering. This alone demands a large measure of confidence – in the ICT technology and in fellow platoon drivers. One important issue facing many drivers is whether they will be sufficiently alert when the cruise control is on, and you suddenly have to respond to an unforeseen situation. Acceptance A meeting with truck drivers in March 2016 at Peter Appel Transport HQ in Middenmeer (NL) took a long look at the level of acceptance for platooning by truck drivers and other road users. A starting point for organisation of the EU Truck Platooning Challenge was, above all, to talk with, as well as about drivers and their perception of platooning. After a short briefing on what platooning meant in terms of the Challenge, the drivers accepted the technical applications in support of autonomous driving – like lane keeping, adaptive cruise control, and automatic braking – as obvious. They were unanimously positive about the innovations and indicated that this technology was seen as a tool to increase safety on the road. The drivers were also positive about platooning as a development. They treat it as a new reality and realise that logistic organisations and personnel alike must ride along in the new economy. Platooning was not seen as a threat to the quality of their position or its continuity. As we are already



aware, there were questions on the operation of platoons in emergency situations and on interaction with other traffic. Further research will be needed here. Test drivers All the drivers at the meeting were keen to take part as test drivers in the pilot projects resulting from the Challenge. Above all, they are curious, interested, and are ready to start today rather than tomorrow.



Platooning … truck drivers say: Opportunities - interesting development - new technology - innovation in transport sector - less stress - opportunity to learn additional skills Threats - emergencies on the road - unpredictable traffic situations - behaviour other road users - level of alertness and control with first driver in control - additional exams required?
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MAN Truck & Bus:



New concepts of transporting goods are necessary MAN Truck & Bus will be taking part in the Challenge with a two-truck platoon. We are not competing against the other truck manufacturers; we see ourselves as part of an integral system. The overall challenge is to cut CO2 emissions and boost road safety for everyone involved. Seen from this angle, the Truck Platooning Challenge is like throwing a stone into a tranquil pool of water – the water being the public perception of freight by road. All road users and those who stand to benefit are aware that new concepts for moving goods on public roads are as urgent as never before. So we need to meld existing solutions intelligently and to go on refining them.



Christoph Schuler, MAN Truck & Bus referent Connectivity/Automated Driving
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MAN seeks to get experience directly from the practical situation. Developing these systems in the R&D department and using computer-aided simulations of traffic scenarios is fine; but seeing these vehicles operate out in the real world is quite different. You can train a driver on a simulator, but their hands-on



experience by the time they reach Rotterdam is likely to be quite different. This is the lesson we want to learn from the Challenge. The whole area of exemption procedures in Germany and collaboration with the Bavarian ministry has been a very constructive experience for us – and on target! Driving trucks on public roads in Germany with an approximate 10-15 metre gap between them is an initial significant step towards widening the scope of truck platooning. The Bavarian and Federal ministries of transport are politically committed to supporting the European Truck Platooning Challenge. The German ministries are carrying out reforms in the context of automated and connected driving. However, realisation of platooning needs more than national initiatives. We also need political thrust on an EU level involving all 28 member states. And that is what we expect from the European Truck Platooning Challenge. EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 62



Trade unions also see dilemmas The way technology seems to be developing, platooning will soon, and above all, impact on the job of the driver. If a truck is steering and braking on its own, the driver will supervise and only take over steering at such time as is necessary. For us as trade unionists this raises the question of whether this is actually possible. Can a driver in a platoon intervene fast and effectively? This is crucial, because it’s all about safety. Knowledge in this area is still limited and that makes us somewhat cautious. And what effect will platooning have on the professional skills of the driver? We know from the aviation industry that pilot skills are negatively affected by use of the automatic pilot. The same threat could apply to drivers. And this is the last thing you want, because it is precisely at the moment when you need robust action to avoid accidents, that you need to count on a skilled driver. In



our opinion, changing the rules around driving and rest periods is not an option. The fact is that staying alert while you’re resting is not a realistic combination. In the long term one question we’re looking at is the possible impact of platooning on employment levels. At this stage, there’s not too much to be said on this topic. These questions apart, we also see opportunities in platooning. Energy savings, safety and utilisation of limited road capacity are universal goals. You can’t stand in the way of technological developments. But it makes sense to examine just how these developments are implemented. Top-down, as we’re currently seeing with technology around self-driving cars and platooning could well be useful as a booster for the Challenge. But at the end of the day there’s no certainty that this will be the most effective way towards acceptance of change.



Field tests The run-up to the Challenge produced a lively debate on truck platooning in the Netherlands. In March 2016 talks were held with at least fifteen logistics services providers. These included FloraHolland, Jumbo and Van der Wal Transport, and were designed to chart interest in the actual use of truck platooning within the next several years. Issues included the cost-benefit aspect of truck platooning, and how it would slot in with corporate strategy. We also asked logistics services providers if they were prepared to help draft a roadmap, in the short term; this would cover use of truck platooning in an operational test. The logistics services providers are important here, because they are the ones who will invest in truck platooning and will have their trucks driving in platoons. At the end of the day we hope to see companies acting as front runners in field tests. In general, the logistics services providers took a positive stance in the talks. They are interested in the technology and see benefits from fuel reduction, fewer accidents and less stress for their drivers. The logistics services providers will need cost-effective routes



for their platoons. Deployment would also have to cover several EU countries, rather than the Netherlands alone. Other aspects highlighted were system safety (will truck 2’s system respond if truck 1 leaves the road?), the role of the driver (constantly alert, hands on the wheel?) and possible, preferably minimal, waiting time when platoons are being put together or taken apart.



“Making platooning a reality demands a multidisciplinary approach, whereby reality means that platooning is adopted by the market.” Apart from the ‘bumps’ as set out above, the logistics services providers also see plenty of opportunities. In particular, this means savings (quantity of fuel saved?) and opportunities for on-the-fly platooning (can you form platoons digitally, while you’re on the road?). Legislation and regulation across EU countries also forms a challenge. Most logistics services providers are less than optimistic here. All in all the talks gave enough pointers to further investigate the development of truck platooning, including field testing. The Jumbo Supermarket chain has already expressed firm interest in a test case. Kees Verweij Buck Consultants International, partner
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Peter Appel:



We want to be part of upcoming test cases As a short-term priority we need to showcase all the developments around platooning and the necessary European-wide approach. That means generating plenty of publicity and support, right now, while working on long-term fine-tuning between all stakeholders. As a road transport company, we’re not interested in the really short-term. On the other hand, the next stage, testing, is vital to us. We want to learn from the steps taken towards autonomous driving. How is it going to pan out, and what will be the resulting opportunities and threats? To date, we’ve had absolutely no real, practical experience with platooning. But we have learnt a lot from the many discussions on this theme, with a broad target group. Every eye here is focused on the Challenge. Hopefully, this will give us insights on some of the effects on our sector. This would include the effects of various levels of autonomous driving (see infographic). In particular,
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we are looking at level 5 here (autonomous driving). The Challenge is a first and a fine step. But we are very aware that a lot has to be done to really integrate platoons in an authentic day-to-day scenario for logistic services providers. Included here would be meaningful and concrete finetuning between truck manufacturers, Rijkswaterstaat and the RDW. And Rijkswaterstaat will need to come up with rules for the game. Having said that, we as users are ready for the follow-up. In this context Peter Appel Transport is certainly interested in taking part in future test cases with platooning. We are currently in talks with several parties to see how we can jointly realise this. Meanwhile, we are thinking along the lines off setting up autonomous transport for the shipment of food products on specific sections of the road and between set locations. Peter Appel, Peter Appel Transport managing director



Business Case:



Peter Appel Transport Scheduled platooning for inter-DC retail transports Peter Appel Transport trucks some 100 shipments a day for a major retailer client. These shipments go from the company’s central distribution centre (DC) to four regional distribution centres. These DC-to-DC flows are ideal candidates for scheduled platooning. On one route alone – from the central to the regional distribution centre – 70% of the distance can be platooned. The distance is around 123 kms oneway. Peter Appel Transport estimates that 70% of that distance - around 86 kms – would be on major roads with cruise control engaged, making it ideal for truck platooning. The company notes that, initially, platooning would only involve trusted partners, i.e. other logistics services providers. Scheduling would be feasible here, as the retailer is



already jointly building a Retail Control Tower, with its logistics services providers and software partners. All relevant order data and transport assignments would be aggregated here. Even so, there is an important trade-off to be considered between the benefits of platooning and the impact on DC operations. To take an example, balancing out shipments over the course of a day is already routine. This avoids swamping distribution centres and warehouses with a mass of shipments coming in at the same time. At the same time, with a view to avoiding local sub-optimisation, transport planners need to synchronise shipments in order to form a platoon. This can hamper warehouse operations and efficiency, which needs to be offset against the potential benefits of driving in a platoon.
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Narrative definition



Monitoring of driving environment



Fallback performance of dynamic driving task



System capability (driving modes)



BASt level



NHTSA level



Level



Name



Execution of steering and acceleration/ deceleration



Human driver monitors the driving environment 0



1



2



No Automation



the full-time performance by the human driver of all aspects of the dynamic driving task even when enhanced by warning or intervention systems



Driver only



0



Driver Assistance



the driving mode-specific execution by a driver assistance system of either steering or acceleration/deceleration using information about the driving environment and with the expectation that the human driver perform all remaining aspects of the dynamic driving task



Assisted



1



Partial Automation



the driving mode-specific execution by one or more driver assistance systems of both steering and acceleration/deceleration using information about the driving environment and with the expectation that the human driver perform all remaining aspects of the dynamic driving task



Partially automated



2



n/a



Automated driving system (“system”) monitors the driving environment



3



Conditional Automation



the driving mode-specific performance by an automated driving system of all aspects of the dynamic driving task with the expectation that the human driver will respond appropriately to a request to intervene



4



High Automation



the driving mode-specific performance by an automated driving system of all aspects of the dynamic driving task, even if a human driver does not respond appropriately to a request to intervene



Full Automation



the full-time performance by an automated driving system of all aspects of the dynamic driving task under all roadway and environmental conditions that can be managed by a human driver



5



= System



= Human driver
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= Some driving modes



Highly automated



Fully automated



3



3/4 All driving modes



Bring down claim levels We’re looking into ways and means to measure the way our policy holders drive, that goes for both private and corporate clients. Then we look at the relationship between behaviour behind the wheel and the damage incurred: are there any patterns here and how does this affect differentiation in our insurance rates? This way, the rates are more appropriate to the clients’ actual risk factor. In the case of transport companies we can’t insure one driver at a lower rate than another. That’s why in this area we concentrate on altering the way people drive. We do this by giving them real insights into hazardous situations. This way we aim to bring down claim levels for the entire fleet we have insured. That means a direct benefit for the owner of the fleet. But the indirect benefits are even more important, things like reduced down-time, lower disability levels among drivers and fewer spoilt loads. As an insurer you are serving your clients’ business. At a transport company it’s all about keeping the fleet on the road. Any down-time in this



process impacts negatively on business income and this is why Allianz is looking to the applications of telematics in trucks. Allianz has its own research institute, just north of Munich, the Allianz Center for Technology, where we do a lot of testing in the area of mobility. What we see clearly is a lower claim level for private cars equipped with advanced safety systems. Obviously, looking ahead, we’ll be able to offer a discount for these cars. As yet, we don’t have extensive testing experience with, or statistics on damages for trucks, but we shouldn’t have to wait long for this. Truck platooning’s claim is clear: it’s good for safety. But other people know much more about the technology than we do. We’re much better at carrying out analyses: what impact will truck platooning have on the risk of damage? Using our expertise, we’re trying to contribute to this development. And where truck platooning increases safety, we’ll include that in our recommendations. Jeroen Kruisdijk and Victor Rodenhuis Allianz Belenux, Strategic projects
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Crucial role in a multi-modal European transport system Let me say from the outset that IRU (International Road Transport Union) fully supports both the principle of truck platooning and also this important real-world cross-border trial of the technology and approval process needed to make this a Europe wide reality. IRU has long campaigned for improvements in the efficiency of commercial road freight transport and the technology and regulatory framework to make that possible. This trial makes a significant contribution to addressing these requirements. Truck platooning can bring significant savings in fuel consumption and reductions in CO2 and toxic emissions. It can also help to reduce congestion through the more efficient use of existing infrastructure, thereby further reducing pollutants and greenhouse gasses. Commercial road freight transport is the most utilised form of transport in Europe and is only set to grow in the years ahead. The industry takes its environmental obligations seriously but needs the tools to reduce its environmental footprint. This innovation in road freight transport, coupled with the necessary incentives to encourage uptake of new technology and investment by infrastructure providers will help us to do just that. IRU has long called for this three pronged approach to improve environmental performance through its ‘3i’s’ campaign. We should not forget the potentially crucial role



truck platooning, particularly when coupled with other operational innovations, can play in a multi-modal European transport system, with all modes operating at their optimum efficiency.As well as demonstrating the important practical possibilities and showcasing new technology the trial will I hope also focus the minds of decision makers at both national and European level on the need to create the right regulatory framework that will make truck platooning a viable crossborder, pan-European reality. Too often innovation and efficiency improvements in commercial road transport are stifled by over-regulation, burdensome red tape, or blocked to protect other less competitive transport modes. Truck platooning still has some practical questions to answer in terms of its daily operation but I am sure that by having the leading manufacturers on board, supported by the road freight transport industry and infrastructure managers and builders these questions can be overcome. It is only through such a multi-stakeholder approach demonstrated by this trial that we can hope to move rapidly forward. IRU remains committed and open to working with like-minded partners to achieve a safer and greener transport system. I eagerly await what I am sure will be the positive results from this real-world trial.



Michael Nielsen, IRU General Delegate to the EU
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Raise awareness At CLEPA we believe that platooning is set to become an essential application for the automotive and logistics sectors in the next several years. In addition to productivity gains and better asset utilisation for fleet operators it will also mean benefits in fuel efficiency, reduced traffic congestion, shorter commutes and safer roads.



On a European level the Challenge will showcase another example of Europe’s status as a technological frontrunner, especially in the automotive sector. At the same time, it is essential that the system can be deployed on the existing road network, particularly as this could be difficult to extend in some European regions.



In the meantime, reaping the rewards of this game-changing technology demands that we raise awareness here. Our members are already actively involved in platooning technologies including cameras, radars, laser sensors and vehicle-to-vehicle communication technologies. Hence, we treat the European Truck Platooning Challenge as a priority. It will demonstrate the feasibility of the concept by assessing the potential improvements in road safety and fuel economy. It will also validate the concept and allow for an increase in freight transport on the existing road network and improve road safety and energy consumption.



The Challenge is also important for CLEPA. It is important to show that technological developments in the automotive sector are going in the right direction. We would like to see a return of investments made in experiments for developing technologies. In turn, these would be used in other ICT/Automated Driving applications, to facilitate multiple application technologies. In conclusion, the emerging market for platooning is both promising and the most anticipated application of highly automated driving in commercial vehicles. CLEPA is committed to supporting the development of new technologies and fostering digital innovation.
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Paul Schockmel, CLEPA CEO
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Before platoons can drive across Europe, the various national vehicle and road authorities will have to provide exemptions. Until recently there were major differences in approval regulations around the admission of automated trucks to the public road. Workable agreements In some countries government imposed a blanket ‘no’ for the public road system or designated a specific stretch of roads. Moreover, although truck manufacturers have experience with driver assistance systems, some of them have approval for use on public roads. The European Truck Platooning Challenge and the process towards realisation of cross border transportation with truck platoons in the near future, offered windows for workable agreements. Removing barriers Work on amassing knowledge around harmonisation and standardisation is ongoing at many locations. Alongside effective monitoring of the developments the ‘Challenge-plan’ included the removal of barriers to making truck platooning operational. Mutual recognition of entrance procedures, driver requirements and infrastructural conditions depend on empathy between countries and parties, rather than on constructing walls around countries.
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All parties involved are independent and interdependent when it comes to removing barriers. The national vehicle authorities in various countries are often unaware of their opposite numbers and mutual requirements. Road management and admission of vehicles differ from country to country. Road characteristics, including lines, cloverleaf junctions and radius of curvature may differ. Road managers are often unaware of truck manufacturers’ knowledge in this area. It is precisely the sharing of this knowledge between all parties that enables cross border transportation with truck platooning. Large-scale testing During the organisation of the Challenge the Netherlands worked hard on this vital exchange of knowledge and the start of harmonisation of regulation across the various countries. This included putting itself forward as the ideal testbed for self-driving vehicles. Large-scale testing on public roads was made possible by dedicated Dutch legislation which came into force on 1 July 2015. This, plus the highways and diffused road network and the clustering of technological expertise, make the Netherlands an ideal testbed.



RDW test centre The same applies to the testing of new forms of technology whereby cars communicate mutually and with the infrastructure. The Netherlands is home to excellent facilities such as the RDW test centre, the automotive cluster in Helmond, the DITCM (Dutch Integrated Test site for Cooperative Mobility) and the ITS corridor, which is under joint development with Germany and Austria. These corridors are equipped for testing of cooperative intelligent systems and automated driving. RDW is also a partner with a long track record in the testing and certification of braking and steering. Uniquely, RDW’s technical inspection and approval units are under the same roof. Knowledge acquired is deployed to start-up deliberations in the Benelux area and Brussels, as well as at UNECE level (also in Brussels) to bring harmonisation nearer.



New legislation: large-scale testing Effective 1 July 2015 a new law came into force in the Netherlands, permitting the large-scale testing of self-driving vehicles on public roads. The aim here was to create a climate that encourages the further development of self-driving vehicles. The new regulation empowers the RDW to issue permits for testing of self-driving cars on the public road. But first, applicants need to show that the testing will be carried out safely, and this is evaluated by the RDW.
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Standards in innovative automotive technology The Netherlands Vehicle Authority, RDW, provides ECE (Economic Commission for Europe), EU and national approvals for vehicles and vehicle parts. We supervise and enforce regulations required by international law and maintain an extensive data registration system providing a wide range of information. Self-evidently, we issue all necessary vehicle registration and driving licence documentation. The RDW is an independent, leading international partner for all clients planning to launch automotive products on the European and ECE markets. We act on behalf of the Ministry of



Infrastructure and the Environment. Involvement in European and ECE deliberations on directives and regulations means that we are positioned at the hub of developments around vehicle technology. We aim to contribute to innovations in the automotive industry, designed to make mobility safer. To this end we were very closely involved in realising recent Dutch legislation enabling large-scale testing of automated driving on public roads. RDW is proud to have been part of the unique European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016.



Ab van Ravestein, RDW managing director
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Exemption process



Applicant



RDW



The Dutch exemption process The Netherlands Vehicle Authority (RDW) conducts a three-stage evaluation of test applications: 1. written evaluation, roughly comprising an overview of changes to the vehicle, and their impact on safety and counter measures; 2. functionality testing (at a closed facility), of aspects the applicant seeks to test on public roads: the ‘happy flow test’; 3. a stress test at a closed facility. This tests system robustness, both in technical and functional terms. Successful completion of this phase is followed by consideration (in consultation with the road authorities) on suitable locations to be opened up and under what conditions. This may involve recommendations from knowledge institutes like the Road Safety Research Institute (SWOV) or cyber security experts. The exemption lists all relevant conditions together plus the licensed drivers, duration of the exemption, and the vehicles.
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Critical deadlines In December 2015 the Challenge team introduced critical deadlines for the exemption process. The successful launch of the Truck Platooning Challenge demanded that both OEMs and national authorities committed themselves to the deadlines set out below. These represent the next steps as per the routes to be driven. 3 Dec:



4 Dec:



4 Dec:



15 Dec: 15 Jan: 15 Jan:



20 Jan:
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ACEA sends out the final overview of the Technical Boundaries. These will be shown to the authorities involved, for comment. RDW sends all involved countries a slide with inventory check-list and a slide with the exemption procedure per specific country, based on current information. The legal powers are important here. Countries will be asked to adjust the slides in such a way that the exemption procedure is set out correctly, before 15 December. Rijkswaterstaat sends out a list of parameters (based on the 1 December inventory) to all OEMs and National Road Authorities, plus the route profiles to be completed no later than 15 January 2016. Feedback on the inventory check-list and the exemption procedure by all countries. Input on all route profiles by all OEMs and National Road Authorities. A template will be drafted with an overview of information required per authority, within the exemption procedure. This list is to be distributed in mid-January, to all OEMs, stating what needs to be delivered, in the easiest possible configuration. Rijkswaterstaat collates input on route profiles and redistributes this among all OEMs and National Road



Authorities as a further building block towards the final version. Exemption All requests to be submitted by midJanuary 2016. Ideally, all approvals should have been issued by February 2016. Several factors prevented this deadline being met in full. The authorisation bodies still had a number of questions around safety, whereby it took longer to get answers from the OEMs. Crucial fine-tuning With only two months to go before the Challenge everything possible had been done to issue the necessary exemptions for the platoons taking part. The most daunting aspect related to confidence around the admission of other countries with differing standards. To take an example, the Netherlands conducts a wider range of checks, also covering infrastructural and behavioural aspects. With two months to go, it was crucial to fine-tune matters with all parties involved. What were the risks per country? Were they acceptable? What could reasonably be checked?



ACEA provided valuable assistance in getting all the truck manufacturers heading in the same direction in terms of technical specifications during the routes to be driven. Two documents were drafted to be presented for comment to the authorities involved: a list of Technical Boundaries and a Risk Matrix. European routes The main question during the exemption process has always been: how can we have automated trucks driving closely and safely on European routes, through various European countries? There are clear agreements in place within the European transport sector: vehicles, complying with EU requirements can be freely registered in any EU member state. However, the Challenge involves vehicles with special technology (ITS). As yet, there is no legal basis for this. And so, these vehicles, the trucks in the platooning challenge, need to undergo a further admission procedure. As 98% of the given vehicle will be known and approved, tests only need to cover the 2% new technology, which, for example, enables automatic braking and steering. EU member states crossed by the Challenge, need to show that they have conducted admission tests on their routes, and that these prove that the platoons are safe enough for the public road.



Risk Matrix Describing potential risks of a field trial with (partially) self-driving vehicles: 1. risks due to the interaction with system/vehicle; 2. risks due to the interaction with other road users; 3. risks due to location and moment of the trial; the route and the place on the road are important considerations. These risks are co-determined by the level of automation.



“It all stands or falls with the exemptions. To be able to drive platoons across Europe, the various national road authorities will have to provide exemptions. From the manufacturers’ perspective it is crucial to demonstrate that platooning is feasible on public roads. The fact that all truck makers are taking part in this initiative sends a clear message about the industry’s commitment to investing in the future of road transport in Europe.” – Erik Jonnaert, ACEA, Secretary General –
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“Cooperation and innovation are key to helping road authorities find answers to their challenges. This is one reason why CEDR strongly supports the European Truck Platooning Challenge. CEDR provides a network for national road authorities in Europe, helping our members learn from each other and respond to common problems. The European dimension of the Challenge reflects the transnational nature of CEDR’s mission and this makes it particularly valuable. If done in the right way, truck platooning has the potential to contribute to reductions in emissions and fuel consumption, reduce congestion and improve safety in parallel with the possibility to utilise the available technologies to reduce the damage to road infrastructure from heavy goods vehicles.” – Steve Phillips, CEDR, Secretary General –
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“Innovative concepts like truck platooning often depend on the willingness of political authorities.” – Christopher Schuler, MAN Truck & Bus –



RDW has played an important role in boosting and monitoring the exemption process in all member states. Test procedure The Dutch RDW works in line with published procedures. Any party with an automated truck seeking admission to European roads applies in writing, stating the name and technical specifications of the vehicle. This must include special changes, made for automatic braking and steering. The RDW checks the application and, on the basis of information submitted, visits the truck production plant, where the manufacturer provides further information and can indicate what he wants to demonstrate: • Following distance • Brake delay • Transfer in event of system down. Working on this basis the manufacturer demonstrates these specifications in practice, on for instance the RDW test track in Lelystad or on their own test tracks. RDW inspectors monitor the tests and introduce faults, like the sudden downing of Wi-Fi. How does the vehicle being tested react in these situations? The next step is testing on the public road. Most truck manufacturerscarry out testing on roads around their production locations. Sometimes, the maximum speed here is



60 kph and sometimes there are supervisors in both the lead and last trucks. Almost all manufacturers have carried out tests on public roads around – among others – Eindhoven, Sondertolie, Stuttgart, Munich and Gothenburg. These are busy cities, with a busy road network and multiple access roads and entrances/exits. If the practical testing on the public road is satisfactory, the RDS issues a signed exemption for the Netherlands. This document, which needs to be kept in the truck, shows that the vehicle in question is exempt from normally applicable legislation and traffic regulations on the routes taken by the platoon. The RDW sends a copy of the exemption document to parties including police organisations, enforcement units, ILT and the various national road authorities. All applications approved Exemption applications for all truck manufacturers in all member states were approved by the end of March 2016. EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 88



Innovative capacity



“As account manager with RDW my role is to coordinate testing and exemptions, together with my colleagues. In this context I always try to clarify expectations and to check that we’re doing what’s been agreed. The Truck Platooning Challenge was certainly daunting for us. The vehicles taking part in the Challenge have been upgraded with intelligent systems (ITS). These systems have not been ‘class approved’ and normally would not be allowed on the road. The RDW can grant an exemption allowing the vehicles to platoon on the public road. As every manufacturer has a different approach it’s important to check their wishes against feasibility. Where appropriate, we report back that the approach is not realistic and advise making amendments. The next step is for us to translate the test data into an exemption. This always happens in consultation with the road authority and other partners, like enforcement and the ministry. For Europe, the platooning challenge is an important exercise; the same goes for the Netherlands as initiator of this unique experiment. We can use the Challenge to show what the innovative Dutch can do, and to underline our commitment to the development of ITS. Of course, the Netherlands is not alone here. The Challenge demands top input of innovative capacity from all parties. Certainly, it’s about innovative systems and manufacturers, but it also involves innovation around legislation, regulation and supervision by European governments. From the road authorities and enforcement to admission and exemptions!” – Pieter van der Stoep, RDW adviser Process Support TTV–
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VOLVO Group:



Cross border regulations require harmonisation For the Volvo Group the importance of the European Truck Platooning Challenge is that enabling automation requires development of regulations that support automation and allow platooning in the future. Cross border regulations also require harmonisation. In the short term, we are participating in the Truck Platooning Challenge because it is an excellent opportunity for discussions with policy makers and legislators towards the shared objective of harmonised policies and platooning legislation across Europe. By collaborating with Rijkswaterstaat through ACEA, the Volvo Group has contributed to formulation of objectives and activities required for the success of the EU Truck Platooning Challenge.



The European Truck Platooning Challenge also offers us multiple learning opportunities. By driving in platoons on public roads in real-life traffic, Volvo can validate various traffic situations and draw conclusions enabling further development of the platooning concept, together with the road authorities and other Challenge stakeholders. Volvo Group’s products are sold in 190 markets worldwide, and our aim is to adapt to local environments. Testing platoons in these different situations is another benefit of the EU Truck Platooning Challenge.



Anders Kellström, Volvo Group Senior Product Planning Manager
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EReg: Platooning impacts vehicle and driver registration The European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 sends out a great global signal. It shows what is possible and/or impossible at this moment in time. On top of that it demonstrates that truck manufacturers and governmentals can work together to realise the benefits of truck platooning. That spells benefits for the entire range of stakeholders – citizens, corporates and governmentals. Examples include cuts in CO2 emissions, reduced transport costs, faster logistics and greater road safety. European vehicle and driver registration authorities need to be effectively connected with these developments. Right now, in Europe, they are the ones that register all the details around vehicles and drivers. Think in terms of dimensions and weight, plus potential per vehicle. Properties? Is the driver appropriately qualified? Are there any constraints or sanctions? All these factors have to be checked out, before the vehicle can drive off safely. 93 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



Deployment of autonomously driving platoons will make some changes in the form of logistics and other items which may need to be registered. On the other hand, some registrations may no longer apply for automated vehicles. At the same time – and this is already the situation – the registration authority is required to supply the identity of the owner and liable party for the vehicle. So how does this work with an automated vehicle? All in all, driving in platoons has a major impact on what vehicle and driver registration authorities actually have to register, and how we then go about releasing data in support. EReg hopes that the Challenge will provide lessons on the ideal process for registering autonomous vehicles and their drivers. We also hope to further clarify the role of the registration authorities. This also prompts EReg’s ‘keen-to-learn’ participation in the Challenge.



Servi Beckers, EReg AISBL acting Chair
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CORRIDORS TO DRIVE
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In this unique initiative truck platoons from six brands will drive from various European countries to the APM Terminals, Maasvlakte II in the Port of Rotterdam. The Netherlands and all the national road authorities involved, have made every effort to find the safest routes to Rotterdam. Trans European Road Network (TERN) There are no borders in logistics. Goods need to cross-borders from A to B. Above all, longer distance road freight is where truck platooning stands to score in the areas of safety, the environment and congestion. In Europe a network of motorways has been designated as the most important corridors for road freight transport. This is the Trans European Road Network (TERN). This network is ideal in looking for ways to design the concept of truck platooning for long distance transportation in the future.



Corridors Meaningful preparation requires road authorities like Vejdirektoratet (DK), Trafikverket (Sweden), Agentschap Wegen en Verkeer (B) and Rijkswaterstaat (NL) to be involved in this sort of development from the start. That way you can make the future together. The Truck Platooning Challenge has utilised several routes within the TERN network. All platoons arrive in Rotterdam, but depart from various points in Europe, using various corridors. The northern routes will depart from Gothenburg (Volvo) and Södertälje, south of Stockholm (Scania), using the splendid Oresund Bridge between Sweden and Denmark.
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Routes to drive The truck platoons will all depart from their home base or production location. Scania will leave from Södertälje, south of Stockholm, driving through Sweden, Denmark and Germany to Maasvlakte II in the Port of Rotterdam, making a stop in Zolder, Belgium and in Zwolle, Netherlands. Volvo Group will start from Gothenburg, driving through the same countries, and stopping in Vilvoorde. Daimler Trucks will start from Stuttgart and MAN Truck & Bus from Munich (both in Southern Germany). Meanwhile, IVECO will depart from Brussels and DAF Trucks from their production location in Westerlo, Belgium.
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Scania has the longest route in the European Truck Platooning Challenge. This is over 2,000 kms, and crosses four borders.
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Contributions truck manufacturers These are the contributions of the trucks manufacturers to the Truck Platooning Challenge: DAF Trucks: - setting up a 2-truck platoon to run from Westerlo (BE) via Antwerp, cross-border to Rotterdam. Starting on 4/5 April, organising a small local event in Westerlo. Daimler Trucks: - setting up a 3-truck platoon to run from Stuttgart (DE) via Heilbronn and Venlo, cross- border to Rotterdam. Starting 4 April, organisation of local event and press release. Iveco: - setting up a 2-truck platoon to run from Brussels (BE) via Antwerp, cross-border to Rotterdam. Starting 5 April, organising a local event in Brussels including a press conference attended by the Flemish transport minister. MAN Truck & Bus: - setting up a 2-truck platoon to run from Munich (DE) via Nuremberg and Venlo cross- border to Rotterdam. Starting 4 April, organising a local event at the start.
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Scania: - setting up a 3-truck platoon to run south from Scania headquarters in Södertälje (SE) and across the Öresund bridge to Denmark. Cross-border with Germany and Belgium. Organising an event in Zolder (B) and Zwolle (NL). From Zwolle the platoon will run to Rotterdam, starting on 29 March and arranging several public events on the way to showcase platooning and the technology involved. Volvo Group: - setting up a 3-truck platoon to run from Gothenburg (SE), cross-border via the Öresund bridge to Rotterdam, arranging events on the way (DK, Vilvoorde) to convey the Challenge messages, and have talks with national governments to facilitate exemption approvals for various corridors. Starting 29 March.



All vehicles in the platoons drive close together with a gap of around ten metres. This is to benefit from lower air resistance. To this end, advanced technology and software in the vehicles automatically regulates the distance between trucks and applies the brakes if necessary. Traffic conditions The teams from the six brands will only platoon on motorways in normal traffic conditions. Local conditions will dictate whether or not they platoon for the whole route. Configurations of infrastructure and traffic density can differ a lot from location to location. Naturally, the priority is safety for all road users. The only successful European Truck Platooning Challenge will be a safe one. This is a shared task for truck manufacturers and the authorities.



Suitable routes? The road authority grants permission to use the preferred route shown in the exemption application. To this end the road authority judges the suitability of the route. The European Truck Platooning Challenge raised another aspect, alongside the usual evaluation of self-driving vehicles. The truck platoons had to get to Rotterdam on time. With this in mind – to take an example – a



Scania and Volvo:



32 m vehicle combination In Sweden, Scania and Volvo will demonstrate the benefits of driving with 32 metre vehicle combinations which are permitted on certain stretches of roads in Sweden. Findings show that longer vehicle combinations with just one extra trailer will halve CO2 emissions per ton-km freight. In Scania’s view this way of maximising the load per shipment is a classic example of increased transport efficiency.



route where there a bridge is undergoing major maintenance work, or where there are frequent tailbacks at the time the platoons will pass, is unsuitable for the Challenge. Swedish approach Every road authority arrived at its own evaluation. Two approach formulas emerged among the countries. The Swedish authorities were very confident in the truck manufacturers, and Sweden is homebase for Volvo and Scania. Both truck manufacturers take the position that they can platoon in a safe manner. With the truck manufacturers shouldering responsibility, the Swedish authorities assume that they will not take any unnecessary risks.
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have ample experience with High Capacity Vehicles. These truck combinations are longer and heavier than the maximum dimensions and weights permitted for truck combinations in the rest of Europe. This gives these countries plenty of experience in dealing with divergent dimensions in traffic. In preparation for the European Truck Platooning Challenge countries exchanged visions on evaluating the suitability of roads. This prompted useful discussions on topics including safe merging on motorways. This forms a meaningful basis on the road to further harmonisation. Code of Practice Denmark’s position is virtually the same. The Dutch and the Belgians set more conditions. The Dutch do this by sending a Code of Practice as an attachment with the exemption. This Code of Practice features general information on characteristics of the Dutch road network, e.g. rush-hour lanes. There are also specific points for attention designed to give the driver the opportunity to properly judge traffic situations. For instance, the emergency lane may not be used to reform a platoon and space must be yielded for merging traffic. Belgium also has a Code of Practice, but, like the UK, it contains rules applying to all tests with self-driving vehicles. The Code of Practice has no legal basis, but should be seen as a recommendation.
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Differences in evaluation The Netherlands and Belgium take a middle position here. Germany sets the most conditions and has included these in the exemption. Hence, the maximum speeds for trucks is 60 kph. Differences in national evaluation practices relate to traffic conditions, experience and safety culture. The density of traffic in Sweden is not comparable with the conditions in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany. What passes for a quiet road situation in the Netherlands, may count as rush-hour in Sweden. The Scandinavian countries



Cooperative ITS corridor Back in May 2014 CEDR and ACEA were invited to make a presentation to the EU Transport ministers on the joint issues of safety and intelligent roads. The Dutch minister of Transport, Melanie Schultz van Haegen, went on to highlight intergovernmental cooperation on the NL-DE-AT Cooperative ITS corridor, and proposed further cooperation and automation. This is where CEDR came on the scene. CEDR’s ITS group had already identified the potential benefits of automation. And CEDR’s experience on the Cooperative ITS corridor provided a



blueprint for collaboration between countries and with industry, on a corridor approach. Particularly in the area of commercial vehicles it was recognised that there would have to be trans-national collaboration. This clarifies the contribution of both CEDR and ACEA to the Challenge.



“The world’s first cross-border truck platooning initiative!” Rush hour lanes Rush hour lanes are extra lanes on the right side of the motorway. There are no fixed opening hours. The opening hours for rush hour lanes depend on traffic density. Rush hour lanes are signed as below, showing where they start and end. From: Code of Practice, EU TPC 2016.
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CEDR’s ITS Group provides Europe-wide body of expertise CEDR offers a platform for cooperation between the participating national road authorities that provide the corridors for the Challenge. We also ensure that all European countries can benefit from the experience and knowledge gained. CEDR’s ITS Group provides a Europewide body of expertise and experience on which to build the Challenge, and to link up with all other relevant activities in the field - at national, European and international levels.



Steve Phillips Secretary General CEDR
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Despite the vast scale of efforts and expectations, one success criterion for the Challenge has already been achieved. The various national partners have now been mobilised and work with the automotive industry on a shared objective. The outcomes of the Challenge – regardless of the end result and the compromises required to achieve trans-national routing of the platoons – will yield really valuable lessons in the fields of platooning, automation and other innovation deployment activities.



CEDR believes that the Challenge will impact activities far beyond April 2016. Firstly, the Challenge is absolutely not a one-off, and it will provide a basis for future cooperation on platooning and automation. Not only between the National Road Authorities (NRAs), but also involving industry. In conclusion, the significance of the Challenge goes beyond automation. NRAs and the automotive industry face many common challenges: safety, air quality, emissions and noise, to mention just a few. Where it is possible to work together on win-win outcomes, it will lead to more rapid implementation of innovative solutions. Solutions that benefit society at large and help NRAs give the improved cost-benefit services. The Challenge provides a tangible example of how such cooperation can work across a range of disciplines.
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ITS-Corridors



ITS and the Challenge



ITS Corridors are sections of highways with connecting services enabling electronic communication between vehicle and infrastructure (V2I). V2I enables warnings of dangerous road situations, etc. ITS corridors mesh with European Commission-led policy by supporting development of ITS on Ten-T corridors via specific funding (Connecting Europe facilities – CEF).



Services like these allow the deployment of specific automated functions, including lateral control, which request interaction between road and truck. The routes were jointly chosen by the national authorities and truck companies. The Challenge uses the RotterdamFrankfurt-Vienna corridor. For more info on ITS-corridors, see www.ec.europa.eu.
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ITS successful rollout “From the European angle the great significance of intelligent transport systems (ITS) lies in their support for environmental objectives and progress towards more effective and efficient traffic management. ITS also makes a significant contribution to increased road safety. However, it is a fact that in technical, organisational and legal terms, you can’t launch ITS services like these, overnight. It needs international cooperation to gain the vital experience, and this is where the Truck Platooning Challenge comes in. There are several initiatives giving a boost to ITS, like the Amsterdam Group, an informal working alliance of the automotive industry, road authorities, toll companies, and towns and cities. Their joint aim is to enable C-ITS services and do away with all the barriers, while solving the chicken vs. egg conundrum (who invests in what and when?). The group has already established several standards and cleared away obstacles. This is not the only ITS working alliance. We are operating together in the NL-DE-AT and the InterCor NL-BE-FR-UK corridors, to realise the first cross-border C-ITS. The goals of this international effort also cover standardisation, testing and deployment, etc. The NL-DE-AT corridor service is already operational. Results are awaited from the InterCor NL-BE-FR-UK. Within the C-ITS platform, as created by the DG MOVE Commission, we are working with stakeholders at the tactical level. And then, there is the EU presidency, which is prompting signature of a declaration of intent for smart mobility by all EU member states and the European Commission. Clearly, thanks to the EU presidency, there is a crowded schedule here – maintaining European momentum for a successful rollout of C-ITS services. The frameworks are in place for deployment of strategic cooperation between EU member states, to arrive at a strong approach in discussions with the automotive industry.” – Frans op de Beek, Rijkswaterstaat, Senior adviser Traffic management – EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 110



Development paths for Truck Platooning Ongoing process The Challenge will require road authorities to regulate previously unregulated matters. This will help harmonisation on the road to allow automated driving on an international level. The Challenge could also lead to an ongoing process of exemption, opening-up roads, interaction, and better infrastructure, legislation and safety. Greater improvement is still needed on the technical front, but the real pay-off will be when national authorities agree to open their borders. This will accelerate time to market, which makes it an important commercial plus point. Time to market We can distinguish three main development paths for truck platooning (see figure below), signalling the breadth of potential platooning applications: 1) growth in use of infrastructure, 2) platoon formation, and 3) level of automation. These development paths are pointers for the way platooning can serve society.
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Infrastructure usage requirements: from closed areas to public main roads



First and foremost truck platooning technology must prove to be safe and reliable. The best place to test this is on non-public road networks, before platooning can be upscaled to the public road network.



National Closed areas



Platoon formation: from schedules to on-the-fly platooning



Infrastructure usage



Who actually forms the platoon? In the initial development phases a limited number of vehicles will have been equipped with platooning technology and devices. Widespread market penetration will still be limited. In later stages, platoons could be formed dynamically on-the-fly. Or even by means of a specialised Platooning Service Provider. Level of automation: from two drivers to one driver



The ultimate ambition of automated driving is to let technology take full control of all vehicles, without driver involvement. This is still some decades in the future, and the first step is to have a platoon of two or three vehicles with active drivers.



Monitoring on the move Aerial shots of the Challenge are being used to monitor how other road users respond to the truck platoons, for instance when merging. Rijkswaterstaat has issued the OEMs with compact gadgets that emit a GP signal. At the end of the Challenge the truck drivers will be interviewed to help clarify/interpret the images taken.



National Public main roads International cross-border Public main roads Self-organised Scheduled



2-Truck Platooning development paths



Platoon formation



Orchestrated Platooning Service Provider Self-organised On-the-fly 2 drivers (guarded platoon)



Level of automation



1 driver, 1 resting (follower resting) 1 driver, 1 resting (single driver platoon)
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SCANIA:



Advanced technology regulates the distance between trucks As part of the European Truck Platooning Challenge, a road train of three Scania truck and trailer combinations will leave our headquarters in Södertälje on 29 March. The platoon will drive south across the Őresund bridge to Denmark. The vehicles in the platoon will drive close together (about ten metres) to get the full benefit of lower air resistance. This is facilitated by advanced technology and software in the vehicles, which automatically regulates the distance between trucks and applies the brakes where necessary. Meanwhile, while travelling between Södertälje and Malmö, we will demonstrate the benefits of driving with 32 metre vehicle combinations which Sweden allows on certain stretches of road. Findings show that with just one extra trailer, longer vehicle combinations, will increase the amount of goods in every transport movement, reducing per tonnekilometre costs by 40 percent and carbon dioxide emissions by more than one-quarter. We see maximising load per shipment in this way as a prime example of increased transport efficiency. Before arriving at Rotterdam, our final destination, at lunchtime on 6 April we will also be arranging a number of public events to showcase platooning and the technology around platooning. In the short term, Scania views the Truck Platooning Challenge as an excellent opportunity to share the benefits of platooning with society and the general public – and to do so in concrete
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terms. In the longer term, platooning opens the door for discussion of smarter and more efficient transport formulas with our target groups. This can be against a broader background, including connectivity, alternative fuels, CO2 reduction and safety. Platooning has the potential to make the logistics system more efficient as well as realize fuel savings by up to 10 percent. It’s also safer than conventional driving. Furthermore, platooning plays an important role in paving the way for connectivity and autonomous vehicles, making the transport system as a whole more efficient. We aim to demonstrate all this during the Truck Platooning Challenge. For Scania the Challenge is a means to get even closer to various key stakeholders; to acquire more insights from other truck manufacturers, member states, logistics services providers, road operators, road and vehicle approval authorities, research institutes and governmentals on how to tackle the environmental challenges of increasing traffic flows and goods transport.One of the biggest challenges to getting platooning on the road in practice is to harmonise national legislation from country to country. With this in place, in the future, we will be able to benefit from automated and connected vehicles, while realising seamless and efficient cross-border transportation. the way forward is to make this happen is for all key stakeholders to join forces.



Åsa Pettersson, Scania Head of Public Affairs
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Truck platooning will be possible only if many parties join forces. Numerous different issues are involved: reliably automated vehicles, the technology to enable trucks to communicate with each other and with the infrastructure, legislation, human behaviour, public acceptance, liability and insurance. With this in mind, the Netherlands began several years ago to form an international network in the triple helix of business, government and science. The network includes not only vehicle manufacturers and their suppliers, but also providers of information services and roadside systems, service providers, telecom companies and sensor manufacturers. In the European Truck Platooning Challenge, these parties will demonstrate what the partnership can achieve. Although the Challenge in itself is not a research project there are still opportunities to learn from it by
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observing. It is precisely the sharing of such experience and knowledge between all parties that will, in the end, enable cross border transportation with truck platooning. Technology Most of the enabling technology has already been developed and successfully tested in practice, although predominantly in a controlled environment, rather than mixed traffic conditions on public roads. Despite this, we continue to keep a close eye on any new technologies and technological improvements offering added functionality or increased stability. When it comes to safety, or what we call integrated vehicle safety, industry is continually working to improve the robustness of the wireless connections between the trucks. In the years ahead, we aim to reduce the distance between the trucks, which can now be between 0.3 and 0.5 seconds. This equates to approximately 6.5 metres at a speed of 80 kilometres per hour, which is a safe distance and makes the wireless communication more stable. To prevent the trucks from being hacked, we are continuously focusing on the security of that communication system. To ensure traffic safety, platooning will initially take place only in modified conditions on motorways and main roads, at night and, to a limited extent, at peak times. Human behaviour Platooning can be technologically reliable, but how will other road users respond, especially at the start? What risks could be involved in overtaking manoeuvres? How will the merging process of entering and exiting motorways work in practice? These are the kind of research issues that the consortium of knowledge institutions, government agencies and businesses will be concentrating on in the period ahead. As long as fully



automated platoon driving (SAE level 4) remains unrealistic, (probably up to 2025), there also needs to be a special focus on the training of drivers. This is because they need to shift from active driving (‘in the loop’) to relaxing (‘out of the loop’), but also must be able to take control of the vehicle again if the system demands. We are also working on the development of human-machine systems, for which we are developing an interface (HMI) that we intend to test. The platoon drivers will ultimately be real ‘kings of the road’, with a platoon of trucks behind them for which they will require optimal support.



“The intelligent, fully connected truck is the success formula for companies, drivers and society alike.”



Public acceptance Frequently asked questions on Truck Platooning relate to interactions with other traffic, in particular merging behaviour and overtaking behaviour. We will be following some platoons in a light aircraft to film them and observe surrounding traffic and interactions. We will also interview drivers about their experiences and observations during platooning. This will give us some insights on the relevant issues.



Legislation National governments and the European Union face the task of creating legislation and regulations to make truck platooning possible. In the Netherlands, the Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment and the Road Transport Agency (RDW) have already introduced a regulation granting exemptions to exceptional forms of transport in preparation for the development of self-driving cars. In the European context, the legislation of the member states has to be harmonized in order to facilitate cross-border truck platooning. This will involve regulations for: • technical standards; • communication protocols; • distances between trucks; • driving and resting times; • digital tachographs. EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 122



Interests road user



Ferry Smith director Public Affairs, ANWB



The Royal Dutch Touring Club (ANWB) is passively involved in the Challenge, so, not with our own vehicles. First and foremost, we will be looking to the interests of other road users. Our 4.3 million members will be encountering a new phenomenon on motorways. By keeping them well informed the ANWB can speed-up acceptance of platooning. In this context it is important to set out correct behaviour for road users in order to prevent a negative impact on traffic safety and traffic flows. Self-evidently it is also important to include the perspective and wishes of the other road users in the further development of truck platooning. At this stage it’s hard to say precisely what road users will notice when platooning starts. Effective platooning can help reduce overtaking by trucks, which often annoys drivers of faster vehicles, particularly on two-lane highways. At the same time, short intervals can also
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mean trickier merging and deceleration manoeuvres. Other road users will need to anticipate this well in advance. With this in mind, it might be a good idea to make the platoon clearly visible to other road users. We do not foresee any real threats to road users, so long as real consideration is given to the phasingin of platooning, but we do see opportunities. In due course platooning can help improve the efficient processing of freight and other traffic – which will be good news for all road users. In the wake of the Challenge, the ANWB will continue to monitor developments around platooning. It is in the interest of our members to have their preferences included in the debate. And the ANWB will also play an active role here, also in informing and briefing road users. It would make good sense to develop a clear code of conduct, whereby all road users know what is expected of them when interacting with truck platoons.



Liability As is often the case with innovations, existing laws and rules are not necessarily compatible with new forms of transportation. This also applies to platooning. In addition to the liability issues raised in the context of automated driving, where there is a shift of liability from the driver to the manufacturer. Moving towards the higher levels, there is further complexity in shared responsibility. To what extent is the first vehicle responsible for the following vehicles? And what changes if vehicles belong to differing brands – or even (competing) hauliers? All these issues need to be addressed when platooning becomes a reality. Deployment To deploy Truck Platooning EU-wide, several hurdles have to be taken. What does the rise of automated driving mean in terms of return on investment? In terms of changes, what impact will automated driving have on the automotive sector, public transport, taxi businesses and the Driver Licensing Centre (CBR)? Insurers and repair operations will need to take a fresh look



at costs and income. How will this take shape in Europe? What will be the government’s role during the transition period? Issues in this area cover: scenario studies and transition paths, business models, cooperation and initiatives abroad. More topics Obviously, there are additional topics which are the concern of other stakeholders. However, these are outside the remit of the EU Truck Platooning Challenge. Examples include transition of control, drivers’ workload, and the impact of platooning on infrastructure. The Invitational Conference on 7 April in Amsterdam will address lessons learnt and anticipated future actions. Innovation Lab The Innovation Lab in Helmond (NL) comprises an area for experimentation and development, offering facilities for large-scale, live experiments around smart mobility. Given the Dutch aim of leading in smart mobility, the Innovation Lab enables innovative services for road users with an eye to maximum safety and reliability. This concerns connected and cooperative solutions, leading to more efficient, safer use of the road, with lower emissions. The cooperative bodies active in the Innovation Lab are public and market parties and knowledge institutes. The Innovation Lab is closely involved in the European Truck Platooning Challenge. The Lab aims to show that truck platooning is both feasible and safe
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Innovation means being a bit cheeky Innovation belongs in the realm of those who dare. It means being a bit cheeky and climbing out of the box. The possibilities just go on and on. Being cheeky doesn’t necessarily mean that you’re breaking the rules – rather that agreements have yet to be made. The same goes for truck platooning, so in April 2016 we are keen to show that it is both feasible and safe. To this end the Innovation Lab deploys its monitoring facilities in live traffic situations. We have plenty of eyes and ears on and around the road. Like induction loops and cameras to keep a check on traffic flows. Then there is Floating Car Data via G3/G4, which can be used for traffic monitoring. This allows us to determine average travel time and speed. We use our facilities to check out what’s happening across Western Europe and
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we zoom in on things like congestion, intensity and weather conditions. Meanwhile, the Innovation Lab has entered into a strategic alliance with TomTom, the manufacturer of navigation systems. Every platoon gets a TomTom box or a smartphone, so we can follow the platoons seamlessly. The Truck Platooning Challenge helps the Innovation Lab judge the accuracy of data and whether the monitoring facilities need to be ratcheted up. And looking at the actual Challenge, don’t think that it’s going to end in April. This is just the start. The DAF and Scania tests in 2015 showed that truck platooning works. But there is a lot still to learn – which will be fun. This is a splendid project and I am proud that the Innovation Lab is involved.



Laurens Schrijnen, Innovation Lab Managing Director
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Platooning: soon to be a good business case The course of the Challenge gave rise to the crucial dialogue between stakeholders. In the short term it is important to start-up the discussion between governmentals and industry around exemptions for cross-border testing. In the long term we need to move towards admittance of the ‘concept of truck platooning’ within the European network. As a renowned and respected research institute, TNO boosts innovations in both the industrial and societal domains. One of these innovations is truck platooning. In this context we have set the goal of enabling truck platooning, in both technical and legal terms, in the Netherlands before 2020, whereby logistics services providers can take it out on the road. The Truck Platooning Challenge has proven to be a fantastic accelerant towards this end.



Bastiaan Krosse, TNO Programme Manager Automated Driving
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Meanwhile, TNO itself is constantly developing new knowledge in the fields of vehicle automation, traffic management, human behaviour, communication technology and cyber security. We merge these knowledge areas in a range of applications, one of which, truck platooning, is especially



interesting. Platooning happens to be an application in the field of automated and connected driving, that will offer a good business case in the short term. We have a long track record in these areas and experience to match, and right now we are merging these for this application. Obviously, we’re watching the implementation of the Challenge very closely. In the short term we’re interested to see what the exemption process of vehicles going cross-border is going to bring. And what will this mean in the longer term? We are also curious about the experiences of drivers on the road from the various countries on their way to Rotterdam. How do they feel about interaction with other traffic? The Challenge is a fantastic “excuse” to take vehicles out on the public road for longer periods. So, we’re getting more experience with the drivers, with interaction with other road users, and with diverse situations (weather conditions, traffic situations). The only way to learn here is with pilots and we need these to realise the 2020 goal. With this in mind we’re keen, together with all relevant stakeholders, to detail the next step: business cases. EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 128



IVECO:



Fantastic occasion to test available technologies Iveco, with the other OEMs and ACEA, is participating in the Challenge as one of the stakeholders helping to make the Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 happen. This will be a good opportunity to show the European Community the potential of this technology and the associated benefits in terms of CO2 reduction and safety. The Truck Platooning Challenge is the first demonstration with all the OEMs participating, on public roads, in reallife conditions. The OEMs and all the other stakeholders are working together to address the different challenges. Based on this experience, it’s now necessary to define a proper multi-step roadmap, involving OEMs, member states, road authorities, law makers, logistics companies and any other stakeholders, to be able to work



on this evolution of the transport in an integrated approach. For Iveco itself, the European Truck Platooning Challenge is a unique opportunity to run a test with other road users in real-life conditions. From the technical point of view, the Challenge is a fantastic occasion to test available technologies as platooning enablers, together with new technologies which should be developed in the years to come. On the other hand, the exemption procedure we are working on together with the various member states’ road authorities (transit countries), yields a wider overview of the regulatory environment and the standardisation we need to address in the medium and long terms.



Alessandro Bernardini, Iveco Product Development & Engineering, Head of Innovation and Advanced Engineering 129 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016
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Iveco:



Innovation Project Chauffeur 2 Iveco demonstrated the first multi-truck platooning on a test track in 2003 within the Innovation Project Chauffeur 2, funded by the 5th European Framework Programme. More than 10 years further down the line many technologies are now standard in modern trucks while new technologies for safety, communication and collaboration are under development. The European Truck Platooning Challenge has been made possible by this improved scenario with increased stakeholder attention to the reduction of CO2 emissions and safety improvements. The main technological clusters in the Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 deal with: -



advanced sensing platform; automated manual transmission; predictive and cooperative cruise control; emergency braking systems; advanced vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
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DAF EcoTwin-project In early 2015 TNO closed the initial phase of a 5-year programme to ensure the success of truck platooning. Together, TNO and DAF had two trucks driving nose to tail on a closed off part of the public road, fully automated and mutually communicating. As soon as the first truck accelerated or braked, the second – following closely behind – automatically did the same. A new aspect of this EcoTwin test was that, for the first time, steering was also automated.



Scania:



COMPANION research project Tests by Scania have shown that convoy driving using truck platoons can reduce fuel consumption by up to 12%. Researchers at the KTH Royal Institute of Technology are currently developing a system to help transport operators direct drivers to the nearest convoy. ‘On the test track we’ve driven with a distance of around 10 metres between the vehicles and we were able to achieve a 12% fuel saving for the trailing vehicle,’ Magnus Adolfson, Scania’s manager ITS, adds a proviso: ‘If you want to get as close as a couple of metres, you’ll need several automatic systems that also take over steering from the driver when the vehicle is in the truck platoon. This is a research focus right now.’
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Communication is crucial in a project that runs on cooperation fuelled by motivation. People need to see what is going on and to understand its importance, before they can commit.



as possible. A strong communications team was also set up at Rijkswaterstaat. This comprised two communication Contact a strategists, a senior communications adviser/editor, webmaster/content manager and a press spokesperson. With coordination by this team the working group held frequent consultations right through the project, on the communications strategy and means of communication to be used. Please, feel free to contact Secretariat Merel van Beekum Mobile +31 (0)6 204 135 24 [email protected]



European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 Dirk-Jan de Bruijn, programme director, Rijkswaterstaat [email protected]



A fresh perspective on mobility and logistics



European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 Arjan van Vliet, programme supervisor - technical, Netherlands Vehicle Authority, RDW [email protected] European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 Odile Arbeit de Chalender, Senior Seconded Expert CEDR [email protected]



Communications strategy The communications working group’s strategy sought to create connectivity and public interest by facilitating cooperation between all parties. The idea here was to boost fine-tuning at the earliest possible stage. And so, communication around the Challenge largely focused on interaction – on conducting a dialogue. It’s also been about storytelling, visualising the cooperative process and the actual Challenge. Communication on the Challenge was not so much about technical details; the aim was to give it a memorable profile by literally visualising the parties involved: by letting the stakeholders speak and by choosing ambassadors. At the end of the day the plan was to achieve fine-tuning all-round, e.g. joint press briefings and a uniform project style. www.eutruckplatooning.com October 2015



Disclaimer. The Dutch government cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies in this booklet.



Hence, communication was initially deployed to ensure visibility for the process of organisation leading up tothe Challenge. What’s going to happen? What’s required? Who does what? Where do we all stand? Constructive connectivity was needed between the many, highly diverse partners. Clear, transparent and regular communications were used to highlight this. Selfevidently, at a later stage, communication was deployed to secure media attention for the actual Challenge event – and for all partners involved. Communications working group The Challenge team set up a communications working group, featuring communication managers from as many partners and stakeholders 135 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



Communication tools With a multi-faceted process, you can’t underestimate the value of personal contact. To this end there was a large-scale monthly meeting, where international partners and stakeholders could meet face-to-face and share knowledge and experiences. These personal meetings were complemented with easily accessible communication tools. A dedicated booklet set out the reasons and objectives for the European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 plus a website for and by partners. We also published a monthly newsletter, highlighting the latest developments, and



Website: www.eutruckplatooning.com



Booklet EU Truck Platooning Challenge (Oct. 2015)



ensuring that all stakeholders were flying at the same altitude. Meanwhile, considerable effort went into developing an event-style for the complex landing of the trucks on 6 April in Rotterdam. Highlights in the narrative behind this unique experiment were recorded in a number of professional-level films. Website EUtruckplatooning.com The www.eutruckplatooning.com website formed the source of information on truck platooning in general and the Challenge in particular.



For insiders and outsiders alike this was a source of up-to-date, reliable and clear reporting. The website was also the source for all supplementary online communication tools deployed for the Challenge, including the digital newsletter. The homepage had a special #truckplatooning twitter stream showing all tweets on truck platooning. The website was managed by the Communications Challenge team (NL), with partners providing copy on a regular basis. Partners who were professionally involved in implementation of the Challenge, were able to share knowledge and documents in a closed user group – the Workspace. Online newsletter The monthly, digital newsletter featured recent selected reports from the www.eutruckplatooning.com website. Partners were cordially invited to provide copy, including interviews, background articles and/or current news stories, in particular about the Challenge.
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This newsletter is designed for and by everyone professionally involved in the realisation of truck platooning in Europe and the organisation of the EU Truck Platooning Challenge in 2016. Alongside current developments, this monthly newsletter will also cover knowledge-sharing and exchange, briefing of partners and making contacts. Contributions are always welcome. From: Newsletter EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016, Year 1, no. 1, 2015.



Kick-off Bordeaux What is European Truck Platooning and why did we organise this Platooning Challenge? Who were the parties involved and what did we want to achieve? These and other questions formed the thrust for the start-up meeting for the European Truck Platooning Challenge during the ITS World Congress in Bordeaux. Wednesday 7 October marked the successful kick-off for European Truck Platooning Challenge, designed to put smart mobility and automated driving on the European map, permanently. During the kick-off professional partners in smart mobility – such as truck manufacturers, EU governmentals, logistics services providers and research institutes – were invited to think-along towards making truck platooning, cross border and on public roads, a practical proposition. This was the first time that international industry and governmentals had taken joint steps towards this end. There was a high turnout in Bordeaux, with a large number of stakeholders present. They attended several plenary presentations during the morning (‘Why this 137 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



Challenge?’). In the afternoon this was followed by a number of substantive workshops, taking an in-depth approach. The aim here being to find answers – together – to the many issues.



“We’re off and there’s no way back!” Next Level Meeting 1 After the successful kick-off in Bordeaux all Challenge stakeholders combined forces to give further shape to the Challenge. This Next Level Meeting 1, in early December 2015, was held in the Dutch port city of Rotterdam, with the organisation inspired by the words of Steve Jobs:



“The ones who are crazy enough to think that they can change the world, are the ones who do!”



a shared picture of opportunities around the complex landing of the platoons, planned for 6 April 2016 at noon. The delegation then drove the last 23 kms along the route to be taken by the trucks. This was followed by a boat trip to view the Port of Rotterdam and the landing point at the APM Terminal from the water. Self-evidently there was also a tour or the actual APM Terminal, the world’s most innovative and highly automated terminal. Network dinner



That same evening at the network dinner at Hotel New York, Henk van der Wal of Van der Wal Transport said that logistics services providers have a crucial role in breaking through existing patterns – transportation still being designated as a cost item. What would certainly help here would be to have customers like Unilever, with a clear long-term vision on sustainable logistic concepts. To this end the Netherlands will be looking to see in how far logistics services providers can be tempted into a meaningful contribution.



“In the Port of Rotterdam we are always on the lookout for smart solutions to ensure logistic processes and where possible to improve them. Truck platooning could well be such a smart solution. For some time now we have been involved in a cooperative alliance with parties including TNO, DAF Trucks, TLN (Dutch Association for Transport and Logistics) and the ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment to develop truck platooning. The Port Authority likes to keep ahead with innovation and invests substantially in applied knowledge development with research bodies and universities. That way we can keep ahead as a world class port and justify our slogan: ‘Make it happen.’” – Bob Dodemont, Port of Rotterdam, Project leader Smart Mobility –



Inspection landing site



On Monday 30 November some of the group inspected the arrival point to gain EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 138



“The Port of Rotterdam is pleased to be a partner in this Challenge – a fine challenge. It might well be logical to work together, but it is not always obvious! Innovation requires guts, entrepreneurship and thinking out-of-the-box. All the same I am convinced that you can achieve a lot with a shared goal, combined energy, open communications, determination and enthusiasm. The 6 April Challenge will be a start sign to position a robustly embedded European cooperation.” – Richard van der Eijk, Director Communications & External Affairs, Port of Rotterdam –



Working conference



On Tuesday 1 December this was followed by a working conference on the 17th floor of the Port of Rotterdam office building. Delegates worked intensively to further detail the organisation of the Challenge. The conference was hosted by Richard van der Eijk, head of Communications and External Affairs Port of Rotterdam. During the morning, plenary session we were updated by experts from the Challenge team on a range of topics: exemption procedures, corridors to drive, communications, mid- and long term perspectives and the
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Invitational Conference (14 April). The afternoon programme involved two workshops with participants considering the further detailing of Routes to Drive and Communications. Following a wrap-up of the workshops and a short briefing on the collection of Scientific Information during the Challenge, chair-of-the-day Dirk-Jan de Bruijn closed with a round-up of personal evaluations. Reactions were overwhelmingly positive – and realistic:



“There are a lot of problems ahead, but ... we are making the future today!”



Next Level Meeting 2 During Next Level Meeting 2 in Brussels, in early February 2016, it was clear that the following weeks would see more than a few pieces of the puzzle slotted into place. Some 70 delegates met, with the aim of reaching crucial further agreements towards truck platooning. Interdependence is mandatory for the success of the Challenge. Players need to be aware of mutual interests and limits. This meeting, the third after Bordeaux and Rotterdam, offered ample space for this process. In his opening speech for the plenary session, Tom Roelants, director-general of the Flemish Roads and Traffic Agency, called truck platooning a technological revolution with incalculable potential. The various Challenge team experts then gave a rapid update on their projects: exemption process, corridors to drive, scientific information and creating next generation mobility. Several break-out sessions were held in the afternoon. Discussions covered issues including routes and communication around the Challenge.



Guidelines use of Twitter Partners, stakeholders and other interested parties were encouraged: - to follow twitter account @ EU_TPC - to mention twitter account @ EU_TPC in e.g. digital signature of emails: Follow us on twitter: @EU_TPC - to re-tweet from this twitter account - to use the hashtag #truckplatooning in own tweets about the Challenge and/or truck platooning



Social media Social media were deployed to ensure that all partners stayed involved and motivated, with a flow of streamlined information plus boosting joint efforts to promote truck platooning. An active twitter account was the main tool here: @EU_TPC. Rather than interactive communication (no discussions!), it was mainly designed to inform, inspire and promote (deliberate/aware sending).
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Tom Roelants Director-General of the Flemish Road and Traffic Agency



Good morning everyone! May I welcome you to Brussels on behalf of the Flemish region. Our colleagues from the Flemish Region and at the federal level took part in the previous Truck Platooning event in Rotterdam. The idea was to learn what the Challenge was all about. And now, around two months later, I can confirm that the Flemish regions will join in the Challenge in cooperation with our federal colleagues. A technological revolution is underway in the world of road vehicles with automated systems, supporting an increasing number of driving functions and tasks. Consider that 90% of traffic accidents are due to human error, and then consider that vehicle automation can decrease both the level and the severity of these accidents. Truck Platooning is one of the functions which is probably closest to a market
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rollout. It offers society massive potential benefits: from the reduction of greenhouse emissions to validation of our code of practice which is currently under development, and defining an approval process to enable future testings. From a European perspective we will be able to quantify the roadmap and eventually launch this technology on the market. The project also demonstrates that deploying these technologies demands close cooperation between road authorities, the automotive industry, research institutions, police agencies and a strong will to succeed. The Truck Platooning Challenge also points to the changing role of the road authority. For instance: the road authority now needs to investigate where new automotive technology can be tested on public roads. With technology testing now making the leap from closed circuit to public roads, keeping lines of communication open is a must, and we need to agree on a shared approach to risk analysis, communication strategies, and so forth … Looking at the number of people getting involved in this event, and the wide knowledge base concentrated here, I have no doubt that we will make the European Truck Platoon Challenge a success.



Video flashes “A picture is worth a thousand words”, and that makes film coverage of the Truck Platooning Challenge essential. To this end the dynamic cooperative process towards the Challenge was recorded professionally on video. Footage included the three Level Meetings in Bordeaux, Rotterdam and Brussels. Together with a film on the testing procedure at the RDW testing centre in Lelystad, test footage supplied by the truck manufacturers and shots of the landing at the APM Terminals – these films represented input to be shown to the 28 EU ministers of Transport during the Informal Council on 14 April in Amsterdam. Event communications Realisation of Europe’s first ever truck platooning activity, on open roads, cross-border, was made possible by a unique public-private alliance. As president of the council of Europe the Netherlands aims to share the result of this initiative with the wider world and to win the attention of all parties involved by means of a major event. The parties here are EU member states, the transport industry, the logistics sector, research institutes and common interest organisations. Self-evidently it is important also to brief road users and citizens about all developments around platooning and smart mobility. Our ‘banner’ says this in a nutshell:



“Together we are creating the next generation mobility!”



I wish you a productive meeting!
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Framing is essential in implementing a programme like the Challenge: positioning truck platooning under the smart mobility ‘umbrella’. And we have developed this umbrella with the aid of the slogan above. Innovation in communication Closely meshing communication with content is a must in meaningfully positioning innovations like smart mobility. ‘Immerse yourself in your surroundings: reduce complexity by exploration and comprehension’. The traditional division between content (primary process) and packaging (communication) doesn’t work anymore. This demands a real understanding of ITS – what is its strategic value? Plus, we have to understand the answer to ‘why’: why are we going to platoon trucks? The answer is at the heart of innovation in communication. Internal communications Rijkswaterstaat also devoted considerable effort to internal communications around the Challenge. Virtually every week programme director Dirk-Jan de Bruijn mailed colleagues at the Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment, Rijkswaterstaat and the RDW with a progress report. Members of the Challenge team kept each other up 143 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



to date with a conference call every Monday morning. The extensive monthly real-life team consultation focused on substantive and daunting issues. Meanwhile, team members consulted daily, outside these structures, on the course to be taken for a successful Challenge. Media During the last few weeks of the run-up to the Challenge the Communications Challenge team actively contacted the media at the European, national and local levels. Partners and stakeholders in the Challenge were also cordially invited to deploy their own channels of communication to seek media coverage for the Challenge on 6 April in particular and truck platooning in general.



European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



The Netherlands pave the way for smart lorries Truck platooning: digitally connected lorries that drive in ‘trains’ on European motorways. Current holder of the EU Presidency The Netherlands strongly believes in this technology and organises the European Truck Platooning Challenge. What is truck platooning, why do we want it and what does realising it require from the Dutch government?



I



n the future it has to be a common sight on the motorways. Lorries driving very closely together, digitally linked by WiFi, radar and digital camera’s. Like a cooperative adaptive cruise control, when the first lorry brakes, its followers brake at the same time and speed. At times, a new truck will join the convoy and automatically connects with the others. The chauffeurs behind the leader of the train can rest or sort out paperwork until they leave the platoon and continue their journey on their own.



By Mariëlle de Groot Image EU Truck Platooning



Roadmap On April 6th, six platoons arrive at Rotterdam port, having departed from their manufacturing locations. Their destination is the European Platooning Challenge 2016. This is not a competition, but a joint demonstration that to start the advancement of intelligent transport systems and get the topic placed on the European agenda. Its purpose is to inspire Euro-
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Direct interests aside



Cara McLaughlin, ACEA Communications Director



With the aim of making truck platoons a routine feature on the roads of the future, ACEA and its commercial vehicle members – DAF Trucks, Daimler Trucks, Iveco, MAN Truck & Bus, Scania and Volvo Group – are active participants in the European Truck Platooning Challenge. The main role of ACEA’s communications department in this project is to represent the shared interests of the six participating truck manufacturers. This should ensure that communication serves the interests of all members. Meanwhile, we will be working with our members to set overall objectives and identify common ground. For the Challenge to be a success, it is mandatory for all stakeholders to make the outside world aware of the added value of truck platooning. The fact that this is Europe’s and indeed, the world’s first cross-border initiative with smart trucks, underlines the need to “look outside the box” and team-up with a wide range of players: meaningful, shared, effective and clear communication to spread the message of platooning benefits to citizens, the business community and policy makers.



The project brought together communications experts from a wide spread of backgrounds. Our working group had representatives from the truck manufacturers, member states, road operators, road and vehicle approval authorities, research institutes and governmentals. At times this collaboration could pose challenges, and we had to adapt in line with differences between private and public communication – and, of course, at the national and European levels. On the upside, from day one it was clear that all the participants were passionate about the project and determined to make a success of it. For everyone involved this was an additional reason to overcome potentially daunting situations. EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 144
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In early April 2016 it was impossible to escape smart mobility in the Netherlands, reflecting the policy spearhead of Melanie Schultz van Haegen, the country’s minister of Infrastructure and the Environment. As such, this was a key item on the European political agenda during the Dutch presidency of the Council of the European Union. Setting the European political agenda on ‘smart mobility’ includes the organisation of a European Truck Platooning Challenge (6 April 2016), the organisation of a Invitational Conference on smart mobility (7 april 2016) as part of the Intertraffic in Amsterdam, and a substantive conference on smart mobility for the European ministers of Transport. This conference is scheduled for 14 April 2016, during the Informal Transport Council.



EU Truck Platooning Challenge 6 April 2016 The actual Challenge will be held on Wednesday 6 April. Platoons of trucks (brands: DAF, Daimler, Iveco, MAN, Scania and Volvo) are expected in Rotterdam, using public roads from Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands. Unique in this challenge – as already noted – is the joint effort between authorities (European member states, road and vehicle approval authorities) and industry, working as 151 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



equals, each on the basis of its own role and responsibility – backed by leading EU umbrella bodies like CEDR (road authorities), Ereg (European vehicle and driver registration authorities), ACEA (automotive industry), CLEPA (suppliers) and IRU (logistics services providers). This ‘practical test’ should enable all partners involved to take steps towards bringing down existing borders between countries – in terms of legislation and regulation – and between the public and private sectors. For the first time in Europe this frees-up the way for large-scale testing, on open roads, cross-border. A new step towards making innovative mobility in Europe a reality.



“For the first time ever the entire OEMmarket will be ‘on parade’, together!” Landing in Rotterdam Wednesday 6 April 2016 was the big day, marking the very special arrival of the European Truck Platooning Challenge, with a platoon of six truck combinations arriving at the APM Terminals, Maasvlakte II in Rotterdam.



Landing event



The landing on 6 April was a unique and festive occasion. The column of trucks (the platoon) arrived at Maasvlakte II in Rotterdam, where minister Schultz van Haegen showed them a special welcome on the site of APM Terminals, Europe’s most modern and fully automated terminal. This was followed by an upbeat programme with various speakers and a delegation from the European Commission.



On behalf of our partners, it is our privilege and pleasure to invite you to the landing of the European Truck Platooning Challenge at APM Terminals Maasvlakte II in the Port of Rotterdam on Wednesday 6 April 2016. We believe that truck platooning can become a reality in Europe by 2020. We believe in: Creating Next Generation Mobility. From: invitation EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016.



“The truck platoons will be arriving here on 6 April. This is the end point of the Challenge. You can count on us to mark this extraordinary milestone in an appropriate manner.” – Jouke Schaap, APM Terminals Maasvlakte II BV, commercial director –



“As chair of the European Union, the Netherlands can position these issues high on the political agenda. Smart mobility is very important to us, and it will be a main focus of attention during the Informal Transport Council, where the European transport ministers will be discussing it, alongside green mobility.” – Kai Feldkamp, Rijkswaterstaat, director Smart Mobility –
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Progamme Landing 6 April 2016 11.30 - 12.30 Registration & Lunch 12.30 - 12.45 Welcome by Dirk-Jan de Bruijn, programme director and moderator and Ben Vree, Europe Portfolio Manager of APM Terminals and host 12.45 - 13.30 Landing of the European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 13.30 - 14.30 Plenary session - Speech by the Dutch Minister of Infrastructure and the Environment, Melanie Schultz van Haegen - Elzbieta Bienkowska, Commissioner for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs - Harrie Schippers, Chairman of ACEA and President of DAF Trucks - Arthur van Dijk, Chairman of the Dutch Association for Transport and Logistics - Mark van der Drift, Senior Director Ahold Transport 14.30 - 14.45 Closing by Dirk-Jan de Bruijn 14.45 - 16.00 Drinks and Networking Optional: Tour of APM Terminals



Upscaling without delay



“Truck Platooning is the first step towards a much more efficient use of highways for the transportation of goods, which in turn impacts positively on the environment, safe working conditions for truckers, and costs. Platooning is no longer a specific issue for APM Terminals. All horizontal transportation of containers at the terminal is fully robotised. The lesson we’ve already learnt here is that robotised transport and exchange between the various modes of transport is feasible. My tip for the post-Challenge period would be for upscaling without delay. This would demonstrate the positive effects on the environment, safety and costs.” – Hans van Kerkhof, APM Terminals Maasvlakte II BV, director Project Implementation –
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DAIMLER Trucks:



A miracle to make this happen When the Netherlands approached ACEA last year to present the European Truck Platooning challenge and encouraged all European truck manufacturers to be part of this fascinating project, it was absolutely clear that we would be part of it. We decided to participate with three state-of-the-art MercedesBenz Actros heavy duty trucks using an enhanced version of our Highway Pilot system, which sets an industry standard in autonomous driving. We consider truck platooning as one of several practical cases to illustrate possibilities and chances in the field of connectivity for commercial vehicles. Through V2V and V2I communication – Vehicle to Vehicle and Vehicle to Infrastructure – connectivity can prevent gridlocks, markedly reduce fuel consumption and emissions and further lower the number of traffic accidents. Society benefits from enhanced safety and a reduced strain on resources and the environment. Companies draw benefits from optimised logistic processes, saving time and cutting costs. The strain on truck drivers as they go about their demanding work is relieved considerably. In a nutshell: the intelligent, fully connected truck is the success formula for companies, drivers and society alike. As the globally leading truck manufacturer, Daimler has been pursuing connectivity as an integral element of its technology strategy since 2013, already connecting more than 365,000 vehicles worldwide over this period. As far as we know this Challenge is the first project ever in history to involve all six EU truck OEMs, national and regional governments, research institutes, legislators and road 155 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



authorities from major European transit areas. Given the amount of stakeholders, making this happen in such a short time is almost miraculous. And this is the most striking strategic importance of the Challenge in the short term: to simply demonstrate this ‘can do’ approach by bringing all six truck platoons safely and conscientiously cross-border to the Port of Rotterdam. In the longer perspective the European Truck Platooning Challenge sends a clear and powerful signal: as stated in the ‘Declaration of Amsterdam’ it tells all political and legislative stakeholders in the EU to synchronise efforts in harmonising and adjusting all regulations necessary to bring this important technology on the roads of Europe. It is our firm belief that the benefits of innovation for Europe from this Challenge also benefit Germany. Being in this Challenge together with our strong competitors from Scandinavia, the Netherlands and Italy was a true inspiration in pushing ahead our level of innovation in Germany. The Highway Pilot system from Mercedes-Benz trucks has been approved for use on public roads throughout the country, while the advanced Highway Pilot system operated in our Mercedes-Benz Actros platoon trucks has recently been approved for platoon driving in our home state Baden-Württemberg, and in other German states. We are quite confident, that – after the successful arrival at the Port of Rotterdam area – there will be further demonstration and test drives to fine-tune this technology.



Martin Zeilinger, Daimler Trucks director Advanced Engineering Trucks
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“Given the amount of stakeholders, making this happen in such a short time is almost miraculous.” Invitational Conference 7 April 2016 As a follow up to the Challenge, Rijkswaterstaat will hold a (closed) Invitational Conference on 7 April at Intertraffic (RAI Amsterdam). After the truck platoons land on the Maasvlakte II (APM Terminals) in Rotterdam on Wednesday 6 April, the plan is for them to continue along the public road, heading for the RAI on 7 April. The trucks will be parked in front of the RAI for everyone to see. As part of the exhibition, EU Truck Platooning will show a mood film on platooning and also live streaming footage. This will be complemented by a dedicated presentation on smart mobility. ‘Cooperating with Intertraffic is good news in any language,’ says Dirk-Jan de Bruijn, programme director EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016. ‘The coverage generated by Intertraffic will benefit Rijkswaterstaat and the Challenge alike.’ Vision 2025



Several meetings were held in the run-up to the Invitational Conference. These gave the truck platooning network opportunities to boost knowledge in certain areas (logistics, human factors), to prepare a provisional ‘Vision on Truck Platooning 2025’, and to see what truck platooning pilots were planned for the near future. Dr. Carlo van de Weijer (TU Eindhoven, NL) and other leading spokespeople in the fields of smart mobility and ITS, made presentations and shared 157 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



important insights on truck platooning. The main purpose of the ‘Vision 2025’ is to provide a long-term outlook on the realisation and consolidation of truck platooning in Europe. This vision will be presented to all 28 European Transport ministers at the Informal Transport Council on 14 April in the Amsterdam Maritime Museum.



Informal Transport Council 14 April 2016 The Netherlands has made smart mobility the central theme for the Informal Transport Council during the 2016 EU Presidency. This meeting will bring together 28 European transport ministers in the Amsterdam Maritime Museum. For the first time they will be discussing self-driving connected vehicles, cars and trucks. Hands-on experiences during the Truck Platooning Challenge will also be on the agenda and it is proposed that EU ministers sign a declaration on automated and connected driving. This reflects the belief that real progress demands far more intensive international cooperation between the European Commission, EU member states and industry.



Intertraffic



“Following the landing in Rotterdam all trucks will head to Intertraffic 2016, the world’s largest road traffic exhibition! Intertraffic’s leading international status is underlined by the large number of visitors from 125 countries. A special congress will be held on 7 April (during the exhibition 5-8 April) for participants to discuss lessons learnt in the EU Truck Platooning Challenge. This is important both for our truck manufacturers and the European road authorities, who have to OK this type of automated and connected driving across Europe’s roads. We don’t have seamless regulations just yet, but these will have to come, because more and more trucks, connected in some way or other, are on the way and governments need to prepare.” – Steven van Eijck, RAI Association, acting Chair –



European cooperation



European cooperation on this theme is important for several reasons. Each country seeks answers to complex issues around the consequences of autonomous and cooperative driving; these include liability, privacy, and safety. When it comes to legislation, this approach will prevent countries from creating a patchwork of rules and regulations, which could hinder manufacturers and road users from investing in automated and connected vehicles. Compatibility of safety requirements,



liability issues, and communication systems and services among European countries is a must for a smooth market introduction and to realise potential benefits. Concrete steps



And so, in order to stimulate these developments and maintain their EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 158



Mono-modal transport



“Competitions are excellent tools in boosting technical development. You’ll never learn to play the trumpet, unless the band plays in a concert occasionally. My contacts with the industry show that the development of platooning has won a higher priority with awareness of the Challenge. In addition, truck manufacturers see that investment in this technology is important for their competitive position – not least because platooning spells efficient, sustainable and safer transport. It is my belief that truck platooning is important for Europe. Just consider that in future rest periods can be taken while the truck is driving, and this is a short leap to a massive increase in efficiency for the economy. Meanwhile, the impact of truck platooning goes much further than just the truck market. This means interesting and highly significant changes, for example for the existing incentive to think in terms of multiple modalities. The role of the truck will gain importance, apace with massive leaps forward in efficiency, ecology and safety. This could mean that, as with passenger transportation, trucking could become more mono-modal, in contrast to the widely pursued multi-modal transport.” – Carlo van de Weijer, director Strategic Area Smart Mobility, Eindhoven University for Technology –



“We, as a road authority, have to change our focus. We have to deal with and establish a smarter road. We are not simply a construction operation anymore. We are a road authority 2.0. The road authority of the future.” – Ben Weyts, Flemish minister of Mobility and Public Works, Belgium –



competitiveness, European countries need to pursue a joint and coordinated approach. This will pave the way for a shared vision on the development of automated and connective driving across the EU, followed by concrete steps. While this early stage of innovative technologies offers considerable opportunities, we will have to work together to propel compatible legislation, from country to country, on such issues as distances between vehicles in platoons. For this purpose, the Netherlands will initiate an ongoing dialogue between member states, the European Commission, industry and knowledge institutes, for which the Dutch Presidency in 2016 was only the start.



Innovation Expo 14 April 2016 The European Truck Platooning Challenge will also be
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represented at the Innovation Expo on and around the EYE site in Amsterdam on 14 April 2016. The Innovation Expo is a large-scale event and a network of over 4,000 entrepreneurs, policymakers, academics and people who are inventive by nature. Start-ups, CEOs, scientists and ministers will mingle around 200 innovations bringing solutions to global challenges. Top speakers will spotlight innovations and technological breakthroughs with the power to change the future. Members of the network meet bi-annually to check on progress. Visitors to the Innovation Expo will also include transport ministers from all EU member states. Mobility Plaza



The European Truck Platooning Challenge will be positioned on the Mobility & Infrastructure Plaza. This will be the scene for showing innovative, sustainable solutions for mobility and mobility infrastructure. Visitors will also see a mood film about platooning: technical aspects, test driving and benefits, plus unique footage of the landing of the first European Truck Platooning Challenge on Maasvlakte II, Rotterdam, on 6 April 2016.
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Self-driving Mercedes in Amsterdam Mercedes’ new self-driving F015 Luxury in Motion drove through Amsterdam (still under supervision) on Sunday 13 March. The car was parked on Dam Square, giving fans plenty of time admire it close-up. Following on from Las Vegas, San Francisco and Hong Kong, this was the F015’s first time on the streets of Europe. The emission-free F015 was in Amsterdam to herald the informal meeting of the European transport ministers on Thursday 14 April in the Maritime museum. That same day the Dutch capital will be alive with self-driving cars and vehicles that can communicate together and with road traffic control centres. The transport ministers from the 28 member states will be meeting for the first time to discuss self-driving vehicles and connected cars and trucks.
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As already indicated, truck platooning is an innovation in logistics to facilitate clean, safe and efficient road transport and thereby increase the competitiveness of Europe. Truck Platooning Vision 20251 During a 24-hrs session chaired by Walther Ploos van Amstel (lector City Logistics and E-mobility), Rijkswaterstaat and TNO worked on a Truck Platooning Vision 2025. This vision is a proposal for further discussion that should lead to a common agreement on a roadmap for truck platooning. From 2020, it will become an increasingly familiar sight for road users: two or more trucks driving in platoon on a motorway or a major road. The Netherlands, together with major European countries, leads the world in truck platooning – small convoys of freight vehicles using virtual coupling. The second or third truck in the platoon follows at a distance of 0.3 seconds and automatically react to the actions of the driver in front: braking, accelerating, 1



The text in this chapter is as shown (integrally) in the Rijkswaterstaat/TNO 4-pager 'Truck Platooning Vision 2025' [March 2016].
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steering. From 2025, it will even be possible with a driver in the front truck only. This is more than just a feat of technology; the aim is to reduce accidents, fuel consumption, lower CO2 emissions, combat congestion and reduce operating costs for the transport sector. In recent years, national ministries, road authorities, vehicle licensing bodies, knowledge institutions, universities, truck manufacturers, suppliers, insurance companies, business organizations and logistics companies across Europe have joined forces to make major progress towards achieving this. Truck platooning is set to become the future of road transport and Europe is now showing the world the concrete efforts it is making to shape this future. This is an innovation in logistics to facilitate clean, safe and efficient road transport and thereby increase Europe’s competitiveness. Large-scale demonstration As we move towards 2025, when truck platooning will be a regular and accepted phenomenon on European roads, the first large-scale demonstration on public motorways is scheduled to take place in April 2016. Six European truck manufacturers will arrange for two or three trucks to drive in platoons to the Netherlands: Volvo Trucks and Scania from Sweden, Daimler and MAN from Germany, and DAF Trucks and IVECO from Belgium.This demonstration will be part of the EU Truck Platooning Challenge, organised by the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment (I&M) and the Directorate for Public Works and Water Management (Rijkswaterstaat, RWS) to mark the Dutch Presidency of the European Union in the first half of 2016.



Transport in Europe The European Commission acknowledges the importance of the transport industry: ‘Transport is fundamental to our economy and society. Mobility is vital for the internal market and for the quality of life of citizens as they enjoy their freedom to travel. Transport enables economic growth and job creation’, says its White Paper on Transport [1]. Road transport provides employment to around ten million European citizens and accounts for 5% of the EU’s gross domestic product. It remains the dominant mode of transport in Europe, despite serious efforts to achieve a modal shift towards rail and inland shipping. Approximately 70% of all transport is by road, about a third of which is cross-border transport and the rest remains within the borders of a single nation [2]. All of this road transport puts great pressure on European roads and congestion is set to continue to increase significantly in the years ahead [1]. For this reason, there is a strong and active strategy for reducing congestion and transport-related emissions. “At the same time, the EU has called for, and the international community agreed on, the need to drastically reduce world greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Overall, the EU needs to reduce emissions by 80-95% below 1990 levels by 2050. A reduction of at least 60% of GHGs by 2050 with respect to 1990 is required from the transport sector, which is a significant and still growing source of GHGs”, concludes the White Paper. Cleaner, safer, cheaper Truck platooning brings these ambitions a step closer. Two trucks close together can reduce fuel consumption by at least 10% and emit 10% less CO2 per kilometre driven. Having just a single driver for two trucks saves costs, as well as being an



effective response to the ageing population issue, which is leading to a shortage of trained drivers. Since the road capacity is used more efficiently, the number and length of tailbacks also falls. More than technology alone Truck platooning will be possible only if many parties join forces. Numerous different issues are involved: reliable automated vehicles, the technology to enable trucks to communicate with each other and with the infrastructure, safety, legislation, human behaviour, public acceptance, liability and insurance. With this in mind, the Netherlands began several years ago to form an international network in the golden triangle of business, government and science. The network includes not only vehicle manufacturers and their suppliers, but also providers of information services and roadside systems, service providers, telecom companies and sensor manufacturers. In the EU Truck Platooning Challenge, these parties will give a concrete demonstration of what this partnership can achieve. What still needs to happen? Most of the technology needed has already been developed and successfully tested in practice. Despite this, we EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 168



continue to keep a close eye on any new technologies, such as sensors, that can offer added functionality or increased stability. When it comes to safety, or what we call integrated vehicle safety, we are continually working to improve the robustness of the wireless connections between the trucks. In the years ahead, we aim to reduce the distance between the trucks, which is now 0.5 seconds, to 0.3 seconds, which equates to approximately 6.5 metres at a speed of 80 kilometres per hour. Consequently, this must be a safe distance, even if sensors or other system components fail. To prevent the trucks from being hacked, we are continuously focusing on the security of that communication system. Finally, to improve traffic safety and reducing the number of accidents involving trucks (currently 16% of all road accidents [3]), platooning will initially take place only in modified conditions on motorways and main roads, at night and, to a limited extent, at peak times. Human behaviour Platooning can be technologically reliable, but how will other road users respond, especially at the start? What risks could unexpected overtaking 169 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



manoeuvres entail? How will the process of joining and exiting motorways work in practice? These are the kind of research issues that the consortium of knowledge institutions, government agencies and businesses will be concentrating on in the period ahead. As long as highly automated platoon driving (SAE level 4) remains impossible, which we expect to be the case in 2025, there also needs to be a special focus on the training of drivers. This is because they can sometimes shift from active driving (“in the loop”) to relaxing (“out of the loop”), but also need to be able to take control of the vehicle again if the system demands it. We are also working on the development of human-machine systems, for which we are developing an interface (HMI) that we intend to test. The platoon drivers will ultimately be real ‘kings of the road’, with a platoon of trucks behind them for which they will require optimum support. Legislation National governments and the European Union face the task of creating legislation and regulations to make truck platooning possible. In the Netherlands, the Ministry of I&M and the Road Transport Agency (RDW) have already introduced a regulation granting exemptions to exceptional forms of transport in preparation for the development of self-driving cars. In the European context, the legislation of the member states will need to be harmonized in order to facilitate cross-border truck platooning. This will involve regulations for technical standards, communication protocols, distances between trucks, driving and resting times and digital tachographs. Positive business case for road transport As already indicated, truck platooning is an innovation in logistics to facilitate clean, safe and efficient road transport and thereby increase the competitiveness of Europe. How concrete



is this aim? For the years 2016-2025, a positive business case already exists for road hauliers because of the savings in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions reduction that can be achieved. Especially on busy motorways and ITS corridors, there is considerable potential for ad-hoc, on-the-fly platooning – the virtual linking of trucks in the close vicinity of each other. This business case will become much more attractive once SAE level 4 automation has been achieved and European legislation has been amended. A driver will then be able to control a platoon of two or three trucks that are electronically coupled. This will result in significant savings on wage costs. Towards the future: learning by doing Truck platooning is an extremely promising innovation for the transport sector. The technology is already sufficiently advanced to enable large-scale cross-border trials to be conducted in actual motorway traffic conditions in 2016. Between 2016 and 2025, the number of roads on which platooning occurs will increase significantly. It will start on national motorways and European ITS corridors and then gradually expand to make cross-border platoons possible on the TEN-T network, followed by all European motorways and main roads. Although platooning will initially be possible only between trucks of the same brand (mono-brand), there will soon be platoons of trucks of different manufacturers (multi-brand). The number of trucks per platoon will also increase from two to more than three. The attractive business case will ensure that the technology is quickly adopted. Consequently, by 2025, truck platooning will be a completely normal and accepted phenomenon on European motorways.



Rather than being based on the principle of ‘doing the same thing better’, this integrated approach has been more about ‘doing new things together with others’. In the spirit of Dom Helder Camara:



“If you dream alone, it still stays a dream, but if you dream together it’s the start of a new reality.”



“We must make moves towards bringing the ‘concept of truck platooning’ inside the European network.” – Bastiaan Krosse, programme manager Automated Driving, TNO –



The fact that Europe is pioneering this development is thanks to the innovative form of collaboration, in which all relevant government, business and science partners have joined forces. EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 | 170



Vision 2025 Aspect



2016



2020



2025



SAE Level: Platooning capability



Level 1



Level 3



Level 4



References



Platoon brand composition



Mono-brand



Platoon length



Max. 2 or 3 vehicles, more vehicles on dedicated infrastructure



3+ vehicles per platoon



Gap distance



Min. 0.5s



Min. 0.3s



Business case for transport companies (direct benefits



Fuel savings from improved aerodynamics, CO2 emission abatements



Fuel savings from improved aerodynamics, CO2 emission abatements



Fuel savings from improved aerodynamics, CO2 emission abatements, improved asset utilization, wage cost reductions



Legal



Exemption to drive on specific NL roads



Platooning is commonly permitted as business-as-usual. Exemptions for Level 4/5 testing



Driving and resting times legislation amended



Human factors



All drivers in the loop situationally aware



All drivers in the loop situationally aware



Lead driver in the loop, following drivers situationally unaware



Road network infrastructure



NL public main roads, high-capacity vehicles network, ITS corridors



Cross-border TEN-T ITS network



All EU motorways, cross-border access
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Acknowledgements This Vision for 2025 was drafted as part of the Dutch European Presidency during a 24-hour workshop with 15 complementary experts from various stakeholders from the EU Truck Platooning network such as truck manufacturers, knowledge institutions, logistics service providers, policy-makers, road authorities, industry representatives and insurance companies.



Multi-brand



[1] European Commission, "Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area – Towards a competitive and resource efficient transport system," 28 March 2011. [Online]. Available: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A52011DC0144. [Accessed 17 March 2016]. [2] European Commission, "Trends to 2050: EU energy, transport and GHG emissions - 2013 reference scenario," 16 December 2013. [Online]. [3] European Commission, "Report from the Commission to the European Parliament and The Council on The State of the Union Road Transport Market," 14 April 2014. [Online]. Available: http://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/road/ news/com(2014)-222_en.pdf. [Accessed 18 March 2016].



“I can see how the initiative has freed-up a massive store of energy with many parties. It would be great if we could maintain that energy after 6 April and ensure a follow-up for the Challenge. You can conduct a spectacular experiment, but if this is followed by a black-out around truck platooning it means a failure to reach our goals. So, as far as I’m concerned the Challenge is the leading edge of a movement we have started up. If we look back five years from now we should be able to say: yes, spring 2016 – that’s when it all started.” – André van Lammeren, Rijkswaterstaat, Director Accessibility and Infrastructure –
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All EU Highways cross-border access



Declaration of Amsterdam



SAE Level 4 multi-brand commercially available



50%



adoption rate



SAE L5 full autonomy technology development



BORDER



3+ Trucks platooning Cross-border TEN-T ITS corridor platooning



Pilot SAE L3/L4 programme (cross-border multi-brand)



Platooning communication protocol standardized



SAE L4 technology development



SAE Level 2



SAE Level 3 & 4 in development



commercially available



1%



adoption rate



Vehicle admission legislation harmonized



Multi-brand platooning Driving and resting times legislation amendment proposals



2-trucks and 3-trucks platooning



Pilot L1/L2 programme (cross-border, mono-brand)



European Truck Platooning Challenge SAE Level 1 exemptions for cross-border platooning



National highway legislation exemption



Benefits: economy and society



Automated and connected driving also impacts massively on society, as well as on our economy. Right now the EU has an enormous automotive, ICT and telecom industry, which is vital for the competitiveness and economic growth of Europe. ‘We can all benefit from this innovative development’, says Florien van der Windt, project leader automated and autonomous driving of the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment and coordinator of the declaration on automated and connected driving. ‘But how do we get there? Which challenges need to be confronted? To a certain degree we are all looking at the same challenges and questions, and answers to the same questions. The problem is that we are doing this individually. With the declaration we aim to marry up all existing ideas and initiatives.’ Hence, the declaration marks a common approach: • we need to arrive at compatible regulations; • we need to enable large-scale cross border testing; • we need joint research to boost progress; • we need to mutually coordinate and attune investments and the developments.



Development of automated and connected driving will have a huge impact on various current challenges:



In Preparation



In Practice



Research & Development security



Why this declaration? Several countries are currently active around cooperative and automated driving. While this is a positive development, at the same time we need to avoid a patchwork of regulations. Similarly, there is still insufficient linkage between activities around cooperative/connected and automated/autonomous driving. The declaration seeks to bring about a stronger joint approach by member states, the European Commission and industry, while underwriting the importance of potential benefits for transportation, logistics, the economy, society and the environment. This needs to go beyond good intentions and abstract goals, and actively strive for concrete joint actions. Included here would be cross-border test corridors, a shared research agenda and interoperability of systems. Benefits: transport



European research and technology development: first tests and demos
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The Dutch presidency of the Council of the European Union has prompted the minister of Infrastructure and the Environment, Melanie Schultz van Haegen to start-up a range of talks with a number of EU member states, the European Commission and industry. As an initial step towards broad and meaningful cross-European cooperation, it has been proposed that EU ministers should sign a joint declaration on automated and connected driving. This is scheduled for 14 April 2016, during the Informal Transport Council in Amsterdam, attended by all 28 EU Transport ministers. The signing of this declaration will mark the first ever political level discussion of this topic in the European Union.



• Improving safety: 90% of the traffic accidents are caused by human error, this means some 30,000 traffic fatalities every year in the EU alone. • Better traffic flow: if 10% of the vehicles use adaptive cruise control, traffic jams will be cut by 30%. • Fuel savings, reducing costs and emissions: grouping trucks into platoons decreases fuel consumption by 5 to 15% (benefits environment, reduced costs).



User acceptance & human behaviour



Business



Logistics business



Infrastructure



Technology



Legal
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A fresh look at road management ‘It’s good to see the many initiatives underway around Smart Mobility. This is a densely populated country where the space is limited and demand for mobility increases apace. As the executive arm of the Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment, we at Rijkswaterstaat see the major potential of Smart Mobility in improving mobility, safety and livability. We want to work on this, together with innovative corporates, knowledge institutes and other governments. We are taking a fresh look at road management with the aim of keeping the Netherlands safe, accessible and livable in the future. To take an example, we’re going to grab the chances offered by new information and communications technology. Advanced technology in the actual vehicles supports drivers and reduces the burden on them. And we don’t have to wait for self-driving cars! More and more cars have functions like ‘adaptive cruise control’, to maintain the distance between vehicles, whereby active use improves safety on the road. Up-to-date and reliable information like reports on the weather, traffic density or road works, enable travellers to make better choices on the route, departure times or mode of transport. That’s good news for accessibility and spells greater comfort for the traveller. Driving in a platoon, as in Truck Platooning, helps reduce emissions of CO2 and particulates. It also produces a much less frantic road outlook. At the same time, these chances are not confined to road traffic. This generation of new technology can also benefit waterborne transport. 175 | EU Truck Platooning Challenge 2016



ICT developments around smart mobility are racing forward. In realising these opportunities RWS seeks co-creation with corporates, knowledge institutes and other governmentals, and we’re also looking abroad. In this way the Netherlands is energetically contributing to a system of European standards. But where does the road user fit in? Smart Mobility only starts to work if the user starts to use it! Do I need to travel, when should I travel and how should I travel? A key aspect of keeping the Netherlands accessible is the degree to which road users can be persuaded to make other choices. Here again, we want to move in step with our partners. There’s a busy time ahead, but we’re confident about the developments. The marketplace is keen, to say the least, as evidenced by the European Truck Platooning Challenge.’ Kai Feldkamp, Rijkswaterstaat Director Smart Mobility
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Get a grip – and be seen to get a grip In my role as Chief Engineer Director at Rijkswaterstaat smart mobility is certainly an important topic. There’s a lot of movement in this area, in various countries, by various players. All promising initiatives with positive results for industry, the economy and society. My task is – where feasible – to link-up policy and practice, to keep an eye on and safeguard fast developing knowledge, for instance, in the existing ‘smart mobility community’. The Truck Platooning Challenge plays an important role here. This demonstration creates a moment of awareness: so, truck platooning is possible, now. The technology is in place, this is the future! I am proud that the Netherlands made this moment. But we can’t rest on our laurels. The Challenge marks an initial step, from which to move forward. Smart mobility really is the future. Looking to physical networks – rail, road, and water – we can only conclude that capacity is limited, whereas trucking and transportation are increasing everywhere. We can’t build another A15, and in this context platooning is both significant and valuable. Ruud Splitthoff, Rijkswaterstaat Chief Engineer Director Smart Mobility
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I would very much like to realise this significance, by taking the following steps together with all the parties involved. That



means setting up and implementing real-life cases, in alliances, for longer periods. Right now in the Netherlands we are actively researching the way to do this. How can government facilitate the parties? Where’s the energy? Are we going to do big or small pilots? I’d very much like to organise a discussion on this in the period ahead. Follow-up moves are also needed at the European level, and to this end we have drafted the Declaration of Amsterdam, which we will be submitting to the European ministers of transport during the Informal Transport Council on 14 April in Amsterdam. Signing this will demonstrate intent and commitment, at a European level, while underwriting the potential of smart mobility for Europe. It is a call to EU member states to facilitate research and research funding for field tests. The Vision Truck Platooning 2025 was drafted to enable substantive moves in the area of truck platooning. Working jointly with partners and stakeholders in the Challenge the findings were charted and will be translated to more and different pilots in the future. First and foremost, this is an action plan, rather than a study process to be put into practice six years from now. Absolutely not! We’re making a fresh start. Both the Declaration and the Vision 2025 call for visible action in the second half of 2016. Perhaps I may close with a heartfelt appeal: we’re the trailblazers, let’s keep it and show it that way. Make smart mobility happen!
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Preparing a number of initiatives



“In general terms the declaration initiates shared thinking on where we could and should work hand-inhand in the European Union to advance this development. It is designed as the start of a process, that should continue through and beyond the Dutch presidency.”



Violeta Bulc Commissioner for Transport



This is the first successful experiment with cross-border platooning. My warmest congratulations go to the five member states and the six European brands committed to the success of the European Truck Platooning Challenge. This initiative perfectly illustrates the learning by doing principle put forward by the Dutch Presidency. I have no doubt that lessons learnt from the Challenge, in terms of road safety, fuel efficiency, environment and social aspects, will bring the deployment of truck platooning nearer. It will also fuel our current thinking on connected, cooperative and automated driving. In turn, this will support our efforts towards a general roll-out of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) to give us smarter roads. Over the next several months we will prioritise smarter, cleaner roads and the removal of access barriers standing in the way of the road transport market. This period will also see us prepare a number of initiatives to be adopted towards the end of 2016.



– Florien van der Windt, Min I&M, project leader Automated and Autonomous Driving –
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Obviously, an initiative like the European Truck Platooning Challenge is a rich source of lessons. This is mainly due to a mix of aspects. Daunting ambition on one side: just do it and show it, and halt the studies. And on the other hand there is the actual operationalisation of platooning. The task we all confronted demanded a complete turnaround of methodology. This meant: horizontal cooperation between a range of stakeholders targeting a single objective.
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• Robust ambition It all started with the setting of a bold objective: the idea of using the Dutch EU presidency as an organisational base for a platooning challenge. In the real world. So, no report, no study, simply show it . In Europe, on the public road and cross-border: ‘showing & sharing’. But, at the same time, linked in with the political agenda , whereby the theme of the self-driving car gets positioned on the political agenda for the first time. And in turn, this would gain access to the highest levels of the political community. For the truck manufacturers – who invested substantially in this Challenge – this was the number one factor behind participation. • Armed with political will Self-evidently, this went hand-in-hand with the undertaking that this would not be a one-off, but a step towards cashing-in on long-term policy. Indeed, we are working towards embedding platooning in regular business processes. Meanwhile, other parties were also on the move thanks to solid political backing, and in particular the personal commitment of the minister (‘we take this really seriously’). • With a new way of working To actually operationalise a Challenge it was essential for a number of parties to seriously participate. We needed them to show their commitment and say: a great idea, I believe in it, I want to be involved. So, looking back, we were right to invest in guiding principles. How do we get it together? With no trace of hierarchy. In a horizontal network. With everyone focusing on the same shared goal - the Challenge - and heading off to work shoulder to shoulder, with robust interfaces.



• Centering on entrepreneur and citizen One particular success is that we created an environment in which each individual participant stepped over the limits of its on narrow interests. This involved a central focus on a social issue: platooning as a way towards a fresh view on mobility and logistics. Not forgetting that performance for entrepreneurs and citizens is the central theme. Whereby the traditional territorial, institutional thinking gets put aside. To quote Harry S. Truman: ‘It’s amazing what you can accomplish if you don’t care who gets the credit’ • No grandstanding The good thing here is that you get shared ownership. Suddenly, the Challenge belongs to the network. Obviously, this called for firm coordination and management, but all the participants took their roles and responsibilities on board. The network meetings in Bordeaux, Rotterdam, and Brussels certainly helped here. All credit to the new methodology, but you need to be able to look the other people in the eye, close up. It’s the way to inspire each other to deal with problems. • Communication was key A tell/sell type approach, with content and packaging separated, is not the way to make innovative concepts like platooning operational. What matters most here is constantly asking ‘Why’ in regard to the interaction between content and packaging (Simon Sinek’s Golden Circle). Why are we doing this? What are the benefits? Who stands to score? And working from this objective stepping out together towards a fresh perspective on mobility and logistics. We didn’t slip into the classic ‘’Who is this programme for?’ target group idea. Instead, we started out by considering the question: ‘Who is the owner?’. Capitalisation of shared ownership was at the heart of the operationalisation process within the Challenge.



• Professional programme management Meaningful steering of a programme like the Truck Platooning Challenge stands or falls with professional programme management. Crucial here are a constant look-out for critical paths, mutual cohesion in the portfolio and connection with aspects including the political agenda. This was to ensure that everyone could take up their role. We also made an appeal to everyone’s sense of responsibility. So, as Rijkswaterstaat/ I&M we also demonstrated that government has a broader role: connecting, as well as steering! By bringing parties together we took the concept of platooning to the next stage in the innovation cycle. ‘After all: you don’t learn to ride a bike from a correspondence course. That’s why our pragmatic learning by doing approach has generated so much energy. And this is the approach that made this Challenge so successful, all the more so, if we’re all willing to learn from it!’ Melanie Schultz van Haegen, Minister of Infrastructure and the Environment ‘There are two ways we could have approached the Challenge: problem solving first, followed by platooning. Or just go ahead and solve the problems as they arise. We chose a permanent interaction between thinking and doing. And that way, we feed new energy to knowledge and innovation agendas.’ Dirk-Jan de Bruijn, Programme director EU Truck Platooning Challenge
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‘It’s good to see how, in a very short time, this initiative led all European public and private partners to achieve this major step in opening new perspectives for smart mobility based on mutual recognition and trust.’ Odile Arbeit de Chalendar, ITS Senior Expert, European coordinator, CEDR Challenge team ‘The Challenge has given us insights into the wide range of national requirements for vehicle admission. This marks the start of mutual recognition, harmonisation and – eventually standardisation. We need to start on this right away, in order to enable the benefits of platooning.’ Arjan van Vliet, Senior adviser Strategy, RDW Challenge team ‘To make the truck platooning concept work, you’ve got to get out and drive. Create space for testing. That’s why it’s crucial to follow up this Challenge by operationalising real-life cases, whereby logistics services providers will embrace this concept.’ Loes Aarts, senior consultant Road Freight Transport, Rijkswaterstaat Challenge team



‘It’s good to see the way the arrival of shippers and logistics services providers has broadened our network. It is precisely the logistic market parties, together with the other partners, who will carry the fast implementation of European Truck Platooning forward.’ Joris Cornelissen Senior adviser Conference and expert meetings, RDW ‘As road authority we’re keen to study the interaction between platoons and the rest of the traffic. This will enable us to map-out the impact on traffic in terms of safety and flow. To this end we’ll be taking aerial shots from a light aircraft as the platoons drive along our roads. Learning by observing.’ Tom Alkim Senior adviser C-ITS & Automated Driving, Rijkswaterstaat Challenge team



‘Meaningful communication is crucial for realisation of the Challenge with a range of partners. This goes beyond a robust communications strategy. Indeed, face-to-face contact has been shown to deliver significant added value.’ Monique Moonen, Strategic communications adviser, Rijkswaterstaat Challenge team
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Findings TNO-Rijkswaterstaat workshop This output was assembled during a 24-hrs workshop, chaired by Walther Ploos van Amstel and featuring 15 complementary experts from stakeholders in the EU Truck Platooning network. These included truck manufacturers, knowledge institutes, logistics services providers, policy-makers, road authorities, industry representatives and insurers. The findings will be used at the Invitational Conference on 7 April. Technology - While safe platooning is feasible, it depends on circumstances, and only with very short (less than 0.5 seconds) time intervals. - Despite the fast pace of technical developments here, initially it would make sense to select an environment that ensures safety. - It could make sense to start with a separate lane for truck platooning – a sort of peak hour lane. - Apparently there were also major differences between trucks in terms of load factors, braking and engine capacity; this needs to be taken into account in the context of safety. Liability - Also wide diversity in the area of liability. For the time being – from the angle of liability – platoons can best be insured as a whole (homogeneously). Logistic family - We should look for ‘logistic families’: transport with shared properties, like distance, value and number of products per cubic metre. - Selecting the right logistic family is vital for the initial deployment of truck platooning.
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Human factors - A possible solution to increase driver visibility involves a screen on the back of the truck in front, whereby the driver gets a view of the situation in front of the lead truck: a seethrough truck. - One striking result of simulator testing is that, when the truck in front changes lane or even drives on the emergency lane, the effect on driver behaviour is minimal. - The consensus among the participants was that giving the driver of the first truck responsibility for the whole platoon was not advisable. - Further research is necessary into the way platoons operate in emergency situations and the interaction with other traffic. Societal aspects - Ideal time intervals are a frequent topic in discussions about platooning. - Apparently, the current favourites are between 0.3 and 0.5 seconds. - The optimal time interval involves weighing up fuel savings, safety and the likelihood of another road user attempting to pull into the platoon. - Some believe that road users might harass the platoons with dangerous manoeuvres to see how they react.



- To sum up, it is extremely important to take account of the manner in which the platoon can positively or negatively influence behaviour of other traffic. Operational aspects - Essential options in this area: will platoons be formed on-the-fly, so that the composition is not known in advance, or will it happen at an agreed location with participants that are already known (scheduled platooning)? - The first option is flexible, but can lead to heterogeneous platoons. - In this context multi-brand platooning will be a major step. - With this in mind, in the first instance, preference is for scheduled platooning. There could be a significant role here for a platooning service provider.



Multidisciplinary approach - A monodisciplinary approach, e.g. one exclusively based on infrastructure or cost savings, offers insufficient perspective and an unattractive result-to-effort ratio. - An end-to-end approach, coming from the entire logistic chain does offer a range of benefits, namely: - an enhanced competitive position for the European transport sector. - reduced tailbacks, which are expected to increase by more than 45 per cent in the next five years. - reduced CO2 emissions. - a counter-balance to the expected shortfall in drivers in the decade ahead.



Business cases - The choice for truck platooning needs to take account of the interests of all the stakeholders. - Moreover, the choice for truck platooning may shift with time. - Transport in and around the Port of Rotterdam and the related ITS-corridor between Vienna and Rotterdam needs to be included here.
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List of abbreviations ACEA European Automobile Manufacturers' Association (ACEA), represents the 15 Europe-based car, van, truck and bus makers. ACEA is an advocate for the automobile industry in Europe, representing manufacturers with production sites in the European Union. ACEA’s commercial vehicle members – DAF Trucks, Daimler Trucks, Iveco, MAN Truck & Bus, Scania and Volvo Group – are actively participating in the European Truck Platooning Challenge. ANWB Royal Dutch Touring Club ANWB offers a wide range of services related to roadside assistance and medical and repatriation assistance abroad, legal assistance, travel, information products, insurances, e.g. selling travel related products and many other products and services in the areas of recreation. ANWB is active in lobbying in the fields of driving, mobility, travel and recreation.



CEDR Conference of European Directors of Roads, is a platform for cooperation and promotion of improvements to the road system and its infrastructure, as an integral part of a sustainable transport system in Europe. CLEPA European Association of Automotive Suppliers, is a key actor in the European automotive industry. Currently 77 of the world's most prominent suppliers for car parts, systems and modules and 29 National trade associations and European sector associations are members of CLEPA. Connekt An independant network (NL) for smart, sustainable and social mobility. CROW CROW is an independent knowledge organisation in the field of infrastructure, public space and traffic and transportation.



EReg Association of European Vehicle and Driver Registration Authorities. A European cooperation dealing with subjects concerning registration and documentation of vehicles and drivers. EU TPC The European Truck Platooning Challenge involves various brands of automated trucks driving in platoons, on public roads and cross border, from several European cities to the Netherlands. Aim of the Challenge is to bring platooning one step closer to implementation, indeed we believe that truck platooning can become a reality in Europe in the near future. EVO EVO represents the interests of some 15,000 companies in the Netherlands that transport goods for their own account or contract this out to a professional transport company. FNV The Netherlands Trade Union Confederation (FNV) is the largest trade union in the Netherlands.



IRU International Road Transport Union, is the world road transport organisation, which upholds the interests of bus, coach, taxi and truck operators to ensure economic growth and prosperity via the sustainable mobility of people and goods by road worldwide. LDV Logistical Services Providers. Ministry of IenM Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment (NL), is committed to improving quality of life, access and mobility in a clean, safe and sustainable environment. Smart mobility represents front line policy for the Minister of Infrastructure and the Environment, Melanie Schultz van Haegen. OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer. i.e. truck manufacturers. In this case the six big European truck manufacturers who design and assemble trucks. RDW Netherlands Vehicle Authority in the mobility chain. RDW, partner in mobility, has developed extensive expertise through its years of experience in



executing its statutory and assigned tasks. Tasks in the area of the licensing of vehicles and vehicle parts, supervision and enforcement, registration, information provision and issuing documents. Rijkswaterstaat Rijkswaterstaat (NL) is the agency for roads, waterways and water systems of the Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment. It is responsible for the design, construction, management and maintenance of the main infrastructure facilities in the Netherlands. SWOV Institute for Road Safety Research is the (independent) national institute for scientific road safety research in the Netherlands. It is SWOV's mission to make a contribution to the improvement of road safety with knowledge from scientific research TLN Dutch Association for Transport and Logistics. TLN helps entrepreneurs to manage their companies, among others by keeping members informed about the latest developments.



Our partners



The European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 is an initiative of the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment, managed by Rijkswaterstaat - in the framework of the EU Presidency 2016. www.eutruckplatooning.com
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European Truck Platooning Challenge 2016 

14.04.2016 - they can live somewhere, drive or make a call. To this end, smart ... Dutch presidency of the European Union has put platooning on the agenda. EVO is .... driving and rest periods is not an option. The fact is that staying alert ...
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challenge 

19 jun. 2019 - Basel 4 regulations on capital, liquidity, interest rate risk and corporate ... competition from Fintech
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Kart Challenge Krems 2016 - SPOTLIGHT 

31.05.2016 - Die Anmeldung erfolgt online Ã¼ber das Nennformular via ... ist gÃ¼ltig, sobald das Nenngeld auf das oben angefÃ¼hrte Konto eingegangen ist.
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Challenge 

von 20.6.â€“14.8.! Jetzt mitmachen von 20.6.â€“14.8.! Neuer Kunde /. Markenbotschafter â€¦ erreicht Bronze â€¦ erreicht Silber â€¦ erreicht Gold. â†’ 1 PUNKT. 1. Preis:.
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TRUCK PDF 

truck are a good way to achieve details about operating certainproducts. Many products that you buy can be obtained using instruction manuals. These user ...
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NPZ Drivers Challenge 21. - 24. April 2016 

Lizenzen: FL. Dressur: Nr. 6A. GelÃ¤nde: Phasen A, Transfer, B ca. 6 Hindernisse. Hindernis: 1 Umgang Wert. A Zuschlag 30 cm, 230 m/Min. 150. 200/100/80/50.
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dakar challenge 

Page 1 ... MMP ORIGINAL. 225. DKR RAID SERVICE. ESP. Oscar FUERTES. ESP. Victor FERRERO ... COVIAR RAID SPORT. ESP. Jose
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Charger Challenge 

Benji Wellisch. L. Con. WilFre ZP. Hughes, James. 27 ... Hughes, James. 28. 27.5. –. PWin. 1. PH2H. 1 ...... Alana Thomp
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TEC challenge 

TEC Challenge. Octubre 2015. A continuación, les mostraré algunas de las actividades que se llevaron a cabo durante el e
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Challenge Intro 

terrenales y ve INTRO ORBITSM. La temporada FIRST®. LEGO® League 2018/2019 transportará a tu equipo al espacio, donde ex
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food truck chardonnay 

FOOD TRUCK. CHARDONNAY. Produktnummer. 3721/16. Land. Australien. Ort. SÃ¼d-Australien. Farbe. Weiss. Alkohol. 13.5. Restzucker. 2.9. SÃ¤ure. 5.7.
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Untitled - Monroe Truck Accessories 

ALIGN THE THREADED HOLE WITH THE MOLDED CUP ON THE BACK OF THE. WEDGE. SCREW KNOB THROUGH RAISED HOLE ON BACK OF TOWING 
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Einladung Invitation - MAN Truck 

19.03.2015 - Once again we've pulled out all the stops for you. To mark the start of the TrucknologyÂ® RoadShow 2015 we're presenting our new MAN ...
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Monster Truck DecoSet Cake Decoration 

... #9534 para hacer los bordes en forma de conchas. 11. Si el cliente desea, ponga una inscripción. 12. Ponga la pegati
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Calvins 12 Hour Challenge - Calvin's Challenge 

796 Greene. Andrew. 33 12 hour Single bike Male age 30-34. 263. 1. 200.5. 731 Verma. Apurv. 30 12 hour Single bike Male age 30-34. 263. 2. 192.5. 765 Stoychev. Georgi. 31 12 hour Single bike Male age 30-34. 263. 3. 191.5. 713 Orsini. Andrew. 33 12 ho
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Calvins 12 Hour Challenge - Calvin's Challenge 

766 Anthony. Bob/mary. 59 12 hour Tandem Male/Female. 251. 1. 214.5. 688 Pritchard. Marc/debbie. 61 12 hour Tandem Male/Female. 251. 2. 199.5. 744 Maurer. Steve/jody. 42 12 hour Tandem Male/Female. 251. 3. 179.5. 869 Kordenbrock Richard/eve. 58 12 ho
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European Week of Sport 2016 - European Commission - Europa EU 

The implementation of the Week across Europe will be decentralised, in close cooperation with the nation- al coordinators, through national Weeks of Sport. National Weeks are to start between 10 and 24. September 20161. All events organised in a coun
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dump truck - UserManual.wiki 

Ne re charge pas des piles non rechargeables, car cela présente des ... area office of solid waste management or other a
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food truck shiraz 

Die Food Truck Wines wurden von Nicholas Crampton und Jim Zerella entwickelt. Die Weine sind von hoher QualitÃ¤t und passen hervorragend zu Gerichten ...
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Einladung Invitation - MAN Truck 

19.03.2015 - Aebi Schmidt. Alcoa. BÃ¤r Cargolift. BERGERecotrailÂ®. BKL. BLYSS ... Wilhelm Wellmeyer. Wilke. ZF. Zink. Zoeller-Kipper. Das MAN Portfolio fÃ¼r ...
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DAKAR CHALLENGE 2012 

Tasas deportivas. ▫. El transporte del vehículo de carrera por barco (ida y vuelta) entre Europa y América del Sur. ▫. E
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DBGG Challenge Tag5 
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Challenge 3|5|8 

grupo r. y en las máquinas de la versión 5·8 sin grupos r.a.. - Menú operativo simple. - Acceso rápido al funcionamiento
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Evoc Challenge Deutsch 

Bring alle Deine Wertsachen (Handy, Geldbeutel) bequem im. Rucksack unter Sowie deine Ski Werkzeuge. - Integrierte GoPro / Kamera HÃ¼lle. - Zudem Platz fÃ¼r ...
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